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Howard security of,f icer
arrested in drug ,raid
-

By Sheldon Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

.

.
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by Davht Embden

Howard students from left Timothy
Dungee, Eric Hcnrell and Alfaedo Qark share some beer in the Punchout.
,
,

Howard reviews alcohol policy
- By Rachel L. Swarns

''I would probably support such
a

Hilltop Staff Repor1er

president, Howard University
Student Association. ''All intoxicants are the mother of sin. Prob-

A special Howard University
committee may consider banning
alcoho~

consumption from campus, according to university

ably a Jot of students would be
mad, but I don't think it would be

officials.
••we have to look at. changes so

(our policy) will reflect the age
limit,'' said Vincent Johns, dean
of Student Life and Activities. The
revisions ''could be v·ery extreme
or middle of the road.''
The school may consider a ban
if findings indicate ''the majority
is undei:age, '' he said. The district

of Columbia hiked its drinking age
to 21 in 1986. The change includes-

move,~' said Garfield Swaby,

•
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pttoto by David Embden

Jimmy Dunn talros a sip.

The committee, chaired · by
Johns, may also consider whether
or not alcohol'· may .b e served at
b<fore Sept. l~f6 to drink, beer , stlide!)tJfunctions. The group will
aild light wines. ·
meet this semester,. - • ·

a grandfather cla,use that permits
students who were 18-years-old

a great disservice."
Highly publicized iilcidents of
alcohol abuse have prompted a
reevaluation of alcohol policies in
the nation's universities.
At the University of Florida last
November, Robert Stevenson
started drinking one Friday night
at a local Gainesville bar, and
finished at o:i campus party.
Friends escorted the staggering
ej8hteen-year-old to his room at
aboµt 1 a.m. They found him
dead the next morning of alcohol
poisoning.
. see Drinking, page 7
,
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Hearing weighs . drug -Jega\jzation
.

By Eric Smith
HiUtop Staff Reporter

hear isSues that have been raised

,,

by both sides dealing with legali-

The controversial issue of.drug
legalization was the focus- of a
seven hour federal hearing condu.c ted on Capitol Hill Thursday,
Sept. 29, as advocates and opponents argued their points to
politician s from across the
country.
,
•
· Scheduled to continue today,

tht:

hearing,

chaired

by

Corlgressman Charles B. Rangel,

(D-N.Y,) of the House Select
Committee on Narcotics Abuse
and C'Ontrol, was an attempt to

zation of certain narcotic sub.stances.
Leading ttle ,pro.legalization
movement. Baltimore Mayor Kurt
L. Schmoke is credited with bringing th.e issue of legalization into
the forefront.
''I don't think the issue today
is to d~ide whether we should .
legalize or not legalize. I think the
goal is to decide whether we
should rethink our national policy, and I believe we should,"
Schmoke said.
The hearing'. panel, consi,sting of

'

more than 30 witnesses, both for
, and against Jeg~Jizatio~, are
scheduted tn testify during the
t\VO day period. Among the witnesses were n1ayors Marion Barry
of the District of Columbia and
Edward Koch of New Yark.
''I'm in favor of research,
analysis ~ facing the reality
that our situation is getting
worse," Barry said, while Koch
was more frank.
.
''I think it's a jerky idea. It was
tried in Great Britian and quadrupled the number of addicts. My
~

see Legalize, page 13

A Howard University security
guard was released from Fif{h District police custody Tuesday, Sept.
27, after charges of PCP possession
were dropped because of insufficient
evidence, according to officials at
the Howard Uni".'ersity Security Division.
Police officers said that H.U .
Security Officer David Fauntroy was
picked up on foot at approximately
7.:40 p.m. The arrest was made near
apartments on V Street, N.W., where
the drugs were allegedly being sold.
D.C. police were in the area as
part of a city-wide crack do,i,rn on
drug dealers .a nd users, called ''Operation Clean-sweep.''
Police quickly blocked the intersection of 2nd and Elm cutting off a late
model , blue Cadillac carrying three
men.
As police rushed the car, the oc-

cupants could be seen swallowing
unidentified sUbstances which they
allegedly purchased in the apartments. The three men in the car were
then dragged out of their vehicle,
forced to regurgitate the substances
and arrested.
Minutes later, Fauntroy was arrested at the parking garage on 4th
and V st reets.
Based on information provided by
Lt. Lawrence Dawson of the Howard
University Campus Security Division,
Fauntroy reported that the police
officers, who arrested him, contemplated planting drugs on him after
their search found him clean of any
controlled substance.
Lt. Marrio Sevil! a, of the Fif1h
District Po lice Dept., \vas on th\:
scene . and charged Fauntroy with
possession
of
PCP .

Edward Tim LeYiis, writer, director, and producer of the independent
film, ''Serving Two Ma st~rs'' was on
location for the screening of his film
at the Biog raph Theatre in
Georgetown September 16-22, 1988 .
Lewis is an independent filmmaker
who also teaches film and television
at Howard University.
••serving Two Masters'' addresses
the issue of African-American upward mobility in America by con-

By Tina Travers

By Ona Alston
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Ro bert Ramasar broke his eightday fast this weekend, following a
meeting between graduate film
.;;;tuden ts and the School of Communications administration.
Ramasar, a
Fine Arts film
graduate student, had been fasting to
protest the absence of teacherassistant positions for graduate film
st udent s. The st udents also slibmitted a petition with over 160 signatures
from department of radiO", TV and
film student s to school of communications officials.
The petition spawned a meeting
between seve1i graduate film students
and Orlando Taylor, dean of the
School of Communications; Clint
Wilson , assistant dean; l;loward
Myrick, department chairman; and
Abiye Ford , faculty advisor.
The meeting, held in Taylor's c on ~
fe rence room, began at 4 p.m. last
Friday and lasted three and a half
hours. As 1he meeting continued, a
contingent of supporters, all dressed
in black, stood vigil in the corridor
as a sign of protest.
Ramasar described the meeting as
''positive'' and said that he was ''optimistic .''
''Everything we addressed was

liste11ed to ,'' he said. However, he is
still leary about the outcome.
''The ball is in their court now,"
he said.
Olaniyi Areke, another graduate
film student, who this summer won
3n Emmy award for his work, was
present at the meeting. He said the
the department committed some
money for TA's, wl1ich he described
as ''residue from facu lty salaries.''
He said that the students were promised $22,000 to be supplement ed
with scholarship money under the
direct control of Taylor. He did not
specify the scholarship program or
the total amount of money, students
will receive after the supplement,
however.
Areke said that ''where and why''
the funding for the assistantships is
being dropped is still a mystery.
''He cou ldn't give us a reason ,"
Areke said .
In addition to funding, the
students also requested an office
where they cou ld meet and share information about grants, fellowships,
'etc. According to Areke, the administration committed to finding a
suitable space for that purpose and
said that they would supply tl1e office with a small budget to cover ad ministrative costs.
He did not specify a date for the

-

•

Hill!op Staff Reporter

1

The Liberal Arts Student Council
has begun another year with controversy surrounding ye_sterday ' ~ runoff election for executive president.
Kelvin D. Jones III broke campaign rules by soliciting votes too
close to the polling area. Although
Jones received the most votes, the
election will be contested by his opponent Kevin DeShields.
LASC held its first election on

Fauntroy' s arresting officer, K.
Delpo, said that he did not appear in
court because it was not his responsibility to be there . .
''The defendant doesn't always see
the officer on arraignment. It is not
like a traffic ticket when· you actually see the officer in co urt ," Del po
said.
''I don't know who was responsible for appearing at the arr~ign
ment," a police spokesman said ..

•

-

•
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Robert Ramasar
office opening but said that he was
told it would happen ''as soon as
possible.''
Another request the students had
was for the hiring of an assistant or
the issuing of professor release time
for Ford . They want either Ford or
a new person to spend time recruiting
new studen1 s to the program and raising funds.
They were told, according to
see Hunger, page 7

Smooth
criminal strikes
Slowe Hall

Lewis said he was inspired to make
the movie when he saw a drunken,
well-dressed, African-American
priest on the Metrobus. His condition
aroused the pain and pjty of other
passengers.
Noticing their stares, the priest
stOod and roared, ''I'm rising and
falling brothers and sisters, rising and
falling." Thi s image stuck iri Lewis'
mind and the movie began from that
point.
''I was alwavs ~1•1estioni ng what
see Lewis, page i

cent majority in an election between
two candidates," DeShlelds said.
However, regardless of problems
with the constituion anC:i last year's
electionm the LASC has gotten off to
a a healthy start up to this point.
''The council is moving in aver)'
''i don ' t agree with the run-off positive direction,'' said Kimberl}
election. Considering there were on- Churchwell, executive vice president.
'' All of our activities will be con·
ly two candidates running, the majority should rule and run-off should sistent with our theme, ''Rising to th(
not be necessary. As a result, one Top," she said .-'
Although the council is runnin~
thing !would chnge in the constitu- smooth!}', l hope to bring a ne"'
tion would be the need of a 51· per- see LASC, page 13

Dawson said the case against Fauntroy was dropped and he will return
to his position witl) Howard Securi·
ty. '' His arrest will not' count against
him."

Teacher-assistants, administrators discuss plans to revamp program

By Keith L. Alexander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Campus security was busy again
this week with another reported
burglary incident.
John Robinson, sophomore, who
lives in Slowe Hall reported to campus police Tuesday morning t.hat his
wallet containing $80 and credit cards
and his camera had been stolen from
his room.
A campus security guard report_ed
the incident at 12:30 p.m., but Robin·
son had to wait for more lhan three
hours before a Metro police officer
arrived to investigate. ,
Robinson, who resides on the first
floor, whose room is on an alley that
runs in back of Slowe, repotted to
police that when he wo~e up _Tuesday
morning he could not find his wallet.
After searching around his room he
noticed that his wipdow was open
and the screen had been removed and
then replaced improoerly.
• · 1 not1cea that-the window was up
when I had the air conditioner on. I
see Slowe, page '1

LASC election contested over
rule violatlon
,
-

show up to testify'' in Fauntroy's trial, Dawson said.

Student ends hunger strike

Film by professor makes local debut
trasting the lives of two AfricanAmerican men. One is a homeless
Episcopal priest,f Father Matthew,
played by Fathef Victor Lawson a
local priest, and the other an executive of a computer company, Ciiff
Jackson played by Cliff McMullen,
a local actor. ·
Lewis said, ''The priest became in
some ways a metaphor, illustrating
the irony of more black s with better
jobs while at the same time more
blacks in prisons and mental institutions, and homeless.''

''He. was visiting his grandmother
and was jumped by D.C. police ...
The arrestinll offic,e r did not even

•

'

8)' Tina Travers
Hilltop Staff Reporier

•

Tuesday. A stipulation in the LASC
constitution prohibits a candidate
from being declared a winner without
a 51 percent majority; therefore,
although DeSheilds won the first election. a runn-off was scheduled.

Singer Deniece Williams visits WHBC student radio 830 AM during
a promotional visit to Washington.
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Convocation

1

HUSA sets agenda
to qu,ell area unrest

1

Rangel assails Reagan drug, social policies
By Jason Johnson
Hill1op Slaff Reporter

'
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Hilltop Staff Reporter

From left, Dean Evans Crowford, President James E. Cheek, Trustees
chairman John Jacob, and Congressman Rangel.

By Shelia ~axwell

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter
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By Victor Wright

lloward community works to aid Jamaica

'

•

the heavens, to guard us against the
in-t ru-siofl of the Communists:Rangel said .

• Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., denounced the idea of drug legalization
''This America has decided that no
and blamed the Reagan administration for mishandling the country's matter what drug kingpins, from no
Y>'ar on drugs and other social issues matter what country, if they decide
ir1 bis speech at the Convocation last to wheel and deal in narcotics, drugs,
and at the same time say that they are
Friday.
The House Chairman on Narcotics against communism, they have a
Abuse and Control blasted the · license to do this._,.not withstanding
Reagan administration drug policy. the fact that not one of you has lost
''The last eigh-t years in this coun- a child to communism on our streets.
try's history will be recalled as being
''Communism didn't take away
one of the saddest eras that we have our homes, our jobs, and our hopes,
gone through."
and our dreams to become a part of
Rangel said that because of Reagan this great country, it was denial of
policies, the longstanding tradition in opportunity," said Rangel.
tl1i s country of leaving a better, richer
After pointing to the nations' huge
life for the next generation to come, national debt, trade deficit, and label·
is i11 danger of being lost.
ing the President's ''Just Say No''
''Instead of thinking of how to drug program ''arrogance,'' Rangel
make America strong and how to turned his attention to the issue of
make America better in terms of it's lega,lized drugs.
·
peo,ple, this administration has decid·
' ed to invest in new weapons- to own-- see Rangel, page 13

'
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Hurricane Gilbert left Jamaica
weeks ago, but Howard student's
from here and abroad are making
sure that the damage it caused is not
soon forgotten.
Howard's Carribean Students
Association, in conjunction with the
university and the Jamaican Embassy
, has put together a major fundraising
campaign to airt in a nation·wide
relief fund.
''CSA is comprised of a lot of
Jamaican students,'' said Gerard
Legall, public relations· officer for

•
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CSA.

~

'

. .

' <
Nigel F'anfair packs food and clothing for relief fund.
•

''It was our duty to get involv·
ed ... to get a united effort with the
university,'' ht said.
Outside of forming a special relief
committee, CSA has set up two
designations, one in the coat room of
the Armour J. Blackburn Center,
and the other in their government of·
fice in Blackburn, for receiving food,
money, lighting supplies, bedding
materials, nashlights and whatever
else the Jamaican Embassy has said
that citizens in the countr_y may need.
The group has solicited volunteers

•
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Security, city police
dispute Bethune theft
By Angela Callahan

Hilltop

~

According to S. W. Singletary, a
third district police officer, Har·
dy was never taken into custody by
the third district office because a
report was not filed. However, ac·
Cording to police records, a report
was filed by one of the theft vie·
tims, Susan Douglas, a resident of
Bethune Hall. Douglas' whose
purse was allegedly stolen last
Tuesday.
The report, which was filed at
11:30 a.m. on Tuesday, states that
Hardy entered the front door of
Bethune.
'
Turner said that Singletary ''did
not use all the sources that he
could have to check to see if a
report was filed." Turnet did at·
tempt to defend lhe actions taken
by Singletary which may have in·
see Bethune, page 7
.-I

Lenora Ful<:\_pi the presidential can~
didate Will be speaking at the
Blackbum Center .

Saturday, Oct. 8. From 9 a.m. to
noon, the National Black MBA
636-7513.
Association will host two workshops
Wednesday, Oct. 5. At 6:30 p.m., on MBA degrees ''Opportunities For
l1ie Distinguished Lecture Series will Minorities in Management'' and
present Dr. Maulana Karenga, a pro- ''Preparing for Business Careers.''
fessor and author from the Univer· The workshops will be at the Na·
sity of California, will lecture on the tional Clarion Hotel, 300 Army Navy
''Fundamental Crisis in Black Life: Drive, Arlington, Virginia.
·
Analysis and Alternatives'' at Cram·
Tuesday, Oct. 11. At 7 p.m.,
ton Auditorium. Tickets are available' UMOJA will present a seminar on ·
at Craniton Auditorium Box office. black male/female relationships,
''Why you treat me so bad?'' In the
Tuesday, Oct. 6. At 7 p.m., Dr. school of business auditorium.

•
,
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•

The School of Business
presents
'

'

''LA BELLE
FEMME''
•

MISSSBPA
PAGEANT
4

•

'

Friday, September 30, 1988
8:00 PM
BLAf'·KBURN BALLROOM
(Reception will follow)

•

•

•
I

Staff ReJJQrter

Despite a confession and
evidence that pointed to·dormitory
theft in Bethune Hall, Third
District police released the theft
suspect because they ''had no
grounds to arrest her.''
Evette Hardy, a D. C. resident,
was arrested by Howard Univer·
sity security last Wednesday after
she was found with unidentified
money, jewelry and a purse in her
possession.
Hardy also confessed to stealing
property from Betliune Hall and
the Tubmari Quadrangle, the
freshman female d0rmitory, but
Capt. Karl Turner of the third
district contests that ''third district
police did not hav"e probable cause
to make an arrest."

-

Cam us events
held at the Armour J. Blackburn
Center form 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Employers from business industry
and gevernment agencies will b'e pre·
sent. For more information call

see Shooting , page 7

•

I

Friday, Sept. 30. ''The Colored
Museum'' will be shown in the En·
Vironmental Theatre Space 34 7:30
p.m. The program is sponsored by
the Drama Department, for more in·
formation call 636-7050.
Friday, Sep!. 28-30. HUSA will
sponsor a Voter Registration drive
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the ground
floor of the Blackburn Center.
Saturday, Oct. 3. From 3 to 6
p.m., auditions will be held at the
Blackburn Center for Apollo
Amateur Night. Thcise interested_in
competing should call 889-4081 for
details.
Wednesday, Oct. 5. The 18th annual Careers Exploration Day will be

to enter the capacity-filled darice.
Between midnight and 12:30
a.m., neighborhood reinforce·
ments arrived for the teenagers
and police ordered \ the dance
closed while proceeding to disperse
students. During the ensuing bat·
. tie that took place, Turner said,
police officers used excessive force
in dealing with students.
''I saw police club, punch and
kick students who they said were
not moving fast enough and loitering," Turner said.
Turner, like several other witnesses, felt the police did not take
harsh enough measures in dealing
with the local teenagers who he
claims were armed.
Ras Baraka, one of the students
arrested, described the night's
events as ''mass confusion.'' Ac·
··cording to Baraka, policemen
stood idly by as scuffles between
students anP area youths violent·
ly played themselves out.
''I asked the cop why he was
hitting my friend.'' Barak a

'

When it comes to business, most
student s are still learning the basics, . •
but Antonio Phillips and Winston
·rhompso n have it all in focus.
•
The two have formed The Poeir
'
. Group, a student·run entrepreneur
' orga11ization developed to coordinate
arious business ventures created by
its founders. Primarily an investment
establishment, the Group handles im·
port / export, purchasing and selling
)
je\\•elry, a11d real estate among other
photo by Keilh 0. Leadbetter
tl1ings.
1
Thompso n and Phillips, both Winston Thompson and Anton" Phillips prove successful as entrepreneur:s.
business majors, formed Poeir after
create a few millionaires, according
finding \ that they had simi lar en· like to purchase, A
to Phillips.
trepreneur backgrounds and order it," Thomps said .
interests.
According to
illips, the Poetry . ''This is our way of__g.i_yin,g back to
' ' It' s kind of funny the way that and Pow Company's sales have the community. We want to help a lot
Winston and I met. We were both boomed ince its opening in 1987. of people start their own businesses
doing a research paper for a literature ''We h ' e made a great amount, and with a small amount of money, and
class the night before it 'vas due.," we h e seven employees with the ex- a business that they can do in their
said Phillips.
cep ion of us. We have a lawyer, an spare time," said Thompson. ''If this
''Then I sa\v \Vinston reading a ac ountant, a general manager who works our well, we will give this
Black Enterprise magazine, so we o ersees the selling of products, and seminar at other black colleges," he
began talking. Because Winston sold f ur salespersons.
added.
dogs and delivered newspapers in
Phillips and Thompson often qUes·
Although the benefits of having
high school and I sold candy and t eir own company is great, the Poeir tion if they should finish school or
popsicles in high school, we decided
roup faces one main problem. quit to make more money.
to form The Poeir Group; poeir ' ometimes people do not take us
'' I could be making more money
means power, "said Phillips .
se iously because we're so young. if I didn't go to college, but I believe
The desire for money and power B , once we lay the money down, we that a college degree is a good creden·
then led The Poeir Group to form the sta t to get some respect,'' said tial to have this day and time,'' said
1
Poetry and Power Company dealing T mpson.
Thompson.
with real estate, import / export,
nveiling the secret of their sue·
Although Phillips agrees that a colpressed flowers, jewelry, and hand· c ss, the Poeir Group, along with ' lege degree is beneficial, he believes
bags. ''\Ve can beat any price that · uest speaker Attorney Bradley true experience exposes students to
)'OU can find in the store,'' said
Thomas, 1will conduct a seminar en· the real business world.
titled ''Creating Black Entrepreneurs
''Experience is the best teacher.
Phillips.
Thompson and Phillips currently on a College Campus''. The seminar Business courses such as accounting
operate their company in their
scheduled for September 26, at 7 are especially helpful because you
hon1es. ''We have \vhat you would p. . in the School of Business have to watch-your money or people
call a home shopping service. In sell- Au itorium. At the meeting·, the en· will try to take advantage of you,''
ing jewelry, we have house parties trep eurs will share a plan with, said Phillips.
\vith models. If a customer finds a st udent hat will allow them to pay
Thompson acknowledged that the
piece of jewelry that he or she would for their wn ttJ.ition and possibly see Poelr, page -7
·

I

I

see Jamaica, page 7

•
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The September 13 'fraternity
party that ended in the arrests of
four Howard University students
and the shooting of another .., has
spawned action by the Howard
University Student Association.
HUSA Vice President Robert
Turner questioned police tactics
and is presently collecting complaint forms from students in·
valved in the everi.t to present to
the police department. According
to Turner ,if an adequate re'sponse
is not agreed upon, HUSA plans
to take further action with pro·
test rallies on campus and in the
community.
•
The incident that precipitated
HUSA's action occured outside
St. Augustine Catholic Church on
1425 V Street, NW, where the Al·
pha Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
fraternity was sponsoi"ing a dance .
At about midnjght, a skirmi~h
broke out between areas youths
and several Howard students after
access was denied ~o those seeking

from their organizatiun and other
organizations to help post flyers, take
in donations, and transport goods
back and forth to the embassy.
''We're trying to make sur1; that
people know [about the fund] and
we're trying to make another outlet
for it,'" said Renetta Garrison,
grievance director for Howard 's
Undergraduate Student Assembly.
'' I think that every organization
should do what they can,'' she said.
According to Donna Adams, programs director of Liberal Arts Stu·
dent Council, LASC is also working
•o do their part in the relief fund.
''We're trying to approach the
LASC in our executive board meeting
to get approval for money [to give to
the effort]," she said. ''We are also
trying to meet with CSA to see ·how
much others are donating and how
much we can get after the [LASC] ex·
ecutive board meeting. We plan to
give $100 at the very least," said
Adams.
Garfield Swaby, president of the
Howard University Student Associa·
bUsiness wOfld is still mostly a white
man's field. ''Money does not stay in

'Power' helps entrepreneurs excel in business
By Yolanda Sampson

'
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Union Station: A Chronol091:

lfistoric landmark remodeled to add mall with 110 stores
Hill!op Staff Reporter

After more than seven years and
$181 million of reconstuction and
rJmodeling, one of Washington' s
ll)Ost historical s.ites, Union Station
Was

reopened - -Thursday

with

a

110-store shopping mall added to it.
Although the 80-year-old traip sta-

tion was shut down as a public haza1rd, it was the most exciting place to
tje this week as thousands shoWed up
to see the ribbon cutting ceremony .
''I think the station is beautiful,"
:;aid Margie McKutchin who work s
r'or the Department of Public Works.
.., '(They have done tremendous improvements, it looks like a fancy
Shopping area with a train st3.tion."
Organizers pul together a week of·
rvents that included a parade and a
march through the new mall.
[ Beginning Wednesday morning,
fhe grand reopening kicked off with
paper boys handing out mock Union
Station newspapers announcing the
grand reopening at Metro Stops and
on street corners in the downtown
Washington area.
J

-

Wednesday . night there was a

i

'

-Oct. 27, 1907: Union Station offlclally openo when tho Baltimore &

ic Preservations, that was attended by

Ohio Exprosa from Plttel>urgh puJ/e Into tho train yard.

more than 2000 people.
Thursday morning mimes and
clowns entertained spectators outside. Later, Station master, Williard
Scott, started the station parade at
15th street and Constitution Avenue.
D .C. Mayor Marion Barry was in
attendance at the official ribbon cutting ceremony, just after noon, while
participants got their first look at the
remodeled Union Station and shopping mall .

-

·1924: About 5,000 choori.,11 lane meet tho vlctortoua Waohlngton Na-

tionala baseball team at Union Station after they deleal tho Boston
Red Sox to eepture the American League pennant. The Nationals go
on to win Washington's first and last World Serles, defeating the New
York Giants In seven games.
·1936: Waldorf-Astoria caters dinner at Union Station for 3,000
delegates from 50 nations attending Third World Power Conference.

C\ION

ITATIO~

'·' It looks good now,'' said Mike
W,atson, a native of the District.

·1940's: Eleanor Roosevelt arranges for traveling military personnel
to. use the presidential suite. About 175,000 passengers pass through
Union Station each day.

•• * * * ..
-Jan. 15. 1953: The Federal Express crashes Into the main concourse
of the station and 43 people are injured, but no one is killed .

''l'-took the day off and I think it
was worth it,'' he added. When compared with the Philadelphias' Gallery
Mall, Watson said, ''I think [the Union Station Mall] lis better."

• 1964: Union Station is declared a historical landmark of great im·
portance.
~ 1968:

Congress passes the National Visitor Center Facilities Act to
tum the station Into ar. information center for tourists.

Although all of the 110 spaces for
retail stores were not ready for opening, onlookers still stared with
amazement at the grand fixtures of
the station, including old mahogany
doors and chandeliers.
Organizers expect that all of the
stores will be occupied and operating
in a few weeks.

-

-1903: President Theodore Roooavelt 8lgn8 "an act to provide tor a
union station" to COfl8<\lldato two unsafe rail atatlona Into one terminal. Architect Danie/ H. Burman la selected to design It.

American-American tie gala to
ben~fit the Nationd.I Trust for Histor-

By James Walker

'

-1976; National Visitor

Center

opens.

-1978: National Visitor Center closes after failing to attract sufficient
crowds.

Pholo by Keith Dorman

Thousands gathered to toke port in the reopening of Union Station.

-1981: Entire building is sealed as rain damage causes parts of the
roof to cave in and toadstools begin to grow inside. Congress passes
Union Station Redevelopment Act to save structure.
-Sept . 29. 1988 Opennfng day for the renovated Unlon~lon .

arvey bill pulled until October Campus leaders convene to explore
•
By April C. Smith

during the J920's, founding a number of organizations to promote ecoHilltop Staff Reporter
nomic independence and unity
The late Jamaican Nationalist, among people of African descent.
MarCus Garvey, may have to wait
His first major effort was to oranother 60 years before a congres- ganize the Universal Negro Imsional legislation to clear him of provement Association and later to
purchase the Black Star Line Shipcriminal charges is passed.
House Resolution 84, introduced ping Co.
The Garvey movement collasped in
last year by New York Congressman
Charles B Rangel, was pulled from 1923 when he was indicted by the
the House of Representatives• Criminal Justice Subcommittee by Chairman John Conyers, (D-Mich.) to
"have a better chance (of passing) if
(Conyers and Rangel] regrouped and
made a stronger defense for [GarII
veys') record,"said Coayers' aid, foe, {tJnu pniJ11uh nnrl
Auslm Cooper. ::r-- --·~~wllf'~' · ,.,. ~~ ~
A1though Cooper was uncertain c
·tim-e""~·~or•
to when the b111 will be resubmitted,
he said chat the action was taken by
Rangel and Conyers after waiting
nearly a year for the bill to pass in the
subcommittee.
After passing through the sub- committee on Aug. 11 and waiting to
be presented to the full committee,
the congressmen decided to pull the
bill and resubmit it before congress U.S. go•tcrnment for using the U.S.
mail to sell allegedly fraudulent
ajourns, Oct. 15. ·
Garvey came to the United States stocks in the Black Star Line.
A strong supporter of the coloniin 1916 and became one of the na~
tions foremost civil rights activists zation movement, Garvey once said,

''Garveys ' repu tan·on

has had a blO(Ch ·On it

it"s ·
ins.
b J;
d ''
name to e C1eare .
A US t.ln Gpoper

''Black people would not findjustic
and equality as long as they stayed in
the U.S.''
Garvey was sentenced to five years
in
federal penitentary in 1925.
Three years after he was convicted,
nine of the 12 jurors came forward
and signed petitions to have him
pardoned, but deported him back to
Jamaica.
1
'.Jt's as if theY had second
thoughts about convicting him, like
they thought they made a mistake ... and we're looking for evidence
to prove it,'' Cooper said.
The Marcus Garvey bill has
received complete support from the
23 .members of the Congressional
Black Caucus and an additional
seven ~·sponsors. 1·t has also
received support from Garvey's two
sons, Julius Garvey and Marcus Garvey Jr.
The nat-ure of Garveys' reputation
is attributed to the bill's slow passage
in the house. ''Garvey's reputation
has had a blotch . on it for long
enough, and it's time for his name to
be cleared,'' Cooper said, adding that
''Marcus Garvey was a strong leader
of the black and Caribbean Communities, but he was a controversial
figure. This is the main·reason the bill
hasn't made any progress.''

a

•

increasing influence of student votes
By Dara Jackson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

An estimated 532 student leaders
from across the country are converging on the District today to be informed on the importance of the
youth vote in the Nov. 8 presidential
election.
The National Student Conference
on Voter Participation, sponsors of
the conference, have invi!ed student
governme nt, association and
newspaper leaders to learn about the
significance of the right rto vote and
to encourage voter registration on
the students respective campuses.
''The big story in 1984 was (that)
young people voted," said Mark
Floelgel, of the office of the National Student Conference on Voter Participation.
''This is going to be a critical
election for many issues of concern
to students. The next administrations's decisions will set the course
for the coming decade and into the
next century," he added.
As a result of the first convention,
conducted at Harvard University in
1984, more than 1,000 student leaders returned to their schools and
registered half a million students, according to the NSCVP.
''The conference will generate the
excitement necessary to motivate
campus organizers to make a final
push to register students before. the
deadline, which is October 10 in most
stales," said President of the United
States Student Association, (USSA),
Fred Azcarate.
Carolyn Colemen, of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, will discuss voter

part1c1pation act1v1t1es that college
chapters of the NAACP are involved
1n.
Additional sponsors for the conference include: the Public Interest
Research Groups, the Natio nal Student Educational Fund, the National Student Campaign for Voter
Registration, (NSCVR), Project
GROW and the Student Empowerment Training.
'' With a close election at hand
this con ference will be the most significant youth-oriented political
event of the campaign season'' said
Catherine Craine, director of the
National Student Campaign for

•

Voter Registration.
''We plan to put students ans student-'issues back on the national political agenda in 1988,'' she added.
Although studen ts are generally
ignored during election years, lhe
NSCVP reported that the student
vote has a large amount of potential.
''While studies show that young people are more lik_ely to express interest in politics and optimism about
the effects of their vote, political
parties and candidates spend Jess time
and resources on (reaching out) to
young voters than to any other age
group of the electorate."

•

Student Voter Registration

-Approximately 50 percent of the 18-24 age group voted when the national voting
age was lowered from 21to18 in 1972. The percentage dropped to asl low as 39
percent in 1980.
-The student voter trend began to turn around in 1984. Conferences of
the NSCVR and the LISSA attracted 1.500 student leaders from 42 states.
and resulted in registering more than 500.000 students.
-Based on past performance. expert predictions estimate that 1S·16 million youflg
people. age 18-24, will not vote in November.

•

-Once registered. 80 percent of the students and youth do vote . TQ_e percentage
is equavilant to other age groups.
·Voter registration procedures range from Minnesota, which allow~ election ·day r~gls
tration , to Arizona. which has a registration deadline 50 days prior to the election .
-Universersal same-day voter registration . in combonation with mail-in registration
and registration at government agencies. will reduce registration barriers . allowi.ng stu·
dents greater use of their voting power.

.

FAA cites 34 airlines for violations
By Rachel L. Swarns
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•
The Peace Corps is an. exhilarating two year ex~perience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily
might take years of apprenticeship back home,
volunteers find the career growth they're looking for
and enjoy a wnique expe'rience in the deyeloping
world.
1
•
International firms and government agencies
value the skills and knowledge mastered during
Peace Corps service.

•

l{ec1·uite1·s \\'ill be at tl1e Blackbur11 Ce11te1· G1-ou11d Floor· Plaza:
Tuesday, Octobe1- 4 f1·on1 9:30 a.111. to 3:30 p.n1.

Ask a Retu1·ned Peace Corps Volunteer \vhat it \Vas like!
•

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You 'll Ever Love

A Federal Aviation Administration
task force recently cited 200 violations of FAA air safety rules during
a special inspection of 34 commuter
airlines, including several instances of
alleged falsification of records .
One official testifying before the
House Public Works investigations
and oVersight subcommittee hearing
said the FAA threatened to revoke
the operating certificate of one
unidentified carrier. He characterized
the commuter industy, which carried
about 27 million passengers last year,
as ''less safe'' than it should be.

''Training programs
including management, flight~ crews
and maintenance
personel training
have not kept pace
with the rapid
changes in the industry.''
-John Kern ·
''It's disappointing," said John
Kern, FAA acting deputy for Regulations and Certification. He declined

to identify the airlines inspected, but
called them ''an accurate snapshot of
the health of the industry." Two
more airlines will be inspected within
the next week.

Inspections often failed to meet
manufcicturers' recommendation s,
cover all equipment installed on
board, or maintain adequate records,
the study indicated.

''We think our inspection efforts,
along with regulatory and other
changes, will go a long way toward
identifying and remedying safety
deficiencies in the commuter industry,'' he said.

Of the 200 violations r~ported ,
Kern cited 15 cases of falsified
records, and other maintenance 3nd
organizational problems. The viola- ,
tions will be reviewed before penalties are designated, but the FAA
expects ''more rather than less of
them to resu lt in a fine,'' said -Dan
Beaudette, FAA deputy difector of
the Office of Flight Standards.

The special year-long study, announced last March, followed a
sharpe increase in the numbers of
commuter plane accidents and fatalities in 1987 , The FAA reports that
The FAA also recommended imcommuter airlines experienced 33 accidents and 58 deaths last year, more proved training to counter regular atthan double that of the previous year, ,, trition of staff as crews are recruited
and the highest level seen since 1980. by the major airlines. Committee
chairman Rep . James Oberster,
'
Kern attribi.i'ted the problems to (D-Minn.), reminded the FAA
rapid expansion in the industry. He repcesentatives that more than 4000
said passenger traffic has increased of the 5300 commuter pilots em11.2 percent each year since 1980, ployed today ''were hired within the
from about 12.9 million passengers to last year.''
27 .2 million. Revenue passenger
Kern agreed. ''Training programs,
miles more than doubled.
including management, fliiht crew
Commuter airlines grew from
maintenance personel training ,
'' mom and pop'' shops to ''large and
have not kept pace with the rapid
complex operarions, ·' ana JacKea the changes in the industry," he said.
skills to handle the new load, Kern
said. Findings indicate that many ''Lack of crew coordination has been
programs are characterized b)'." ''in- determined to be directly involved in
adequate, poor or nonex1stant numerous accidents.''
management procedures,'' he added .
Inspection and maintenance programs were hit hard, especially when
carriers bought new, and different
aircraft unfamiliar to management
and ground crews.

•

I.,

The FAA is currently working on
guidelines to improve training for all
crew members, and will create a unit
responsible for commuter training
next month.

'
\,
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H.U. security shaky

Once again, the Howard community is being asked to be increasingly tolerant of a group
of paid security o'tficers who are not doing
their job,
The Department of Security appears to be
in shambles, The arrest of a single female
burglar in Bethune Hall required the use of XX
officers, A Howard officer was arrested for
attempting to buy drugs in front of Carver
Hall last week. Time after time, incidents occur and there is no help for the victim because
of inadequacies in security,
Is it possible to feel safe walking from the
library to Slowe Hall late at night? Can any
dormitory resident feel safe just because a
security guard signs a book at the· front desk
and then curls up on the couch for a nap?
We deseve what we get for tolerating inefficient security, As incidents continue to mount
and tensions continue to build within the shrrounding community, ''we're doing all we
can'' is simply not a suitable answer.
Though we cannot completely eliminate
crime, we can certainly expect the security officers to do their job, What they are doing now
amounts to no job at all. Why must we as an
educational community continue to feel intimidated on our own campus? Do other
students in the area experience terror and intimidation walking across their own campuses

after dark?
How~rd

has di splayed an intensely
frustrating acceptance · of danger within our
dormitories and on campus. Students expect
to be robbed and have nothing done about it.
We should open our eyes to the fact that we
are paying these people money tci act as protection so we can accomplish what we are here
for, and they are taking their wages and
laughing when problems arise.
A drastic overhaul is needed immediately
within the security department, The next
statistic could be anyone of us,
Again and again we hear that it is not in the
budget to hire more officers. However, we cannot allow money to interfere with our personal
safety, It is a sad reflection on this institution ·
that it will take a violent crime to make them
reorganize these priorities.
The next time you see a security officer
asleep on duty, wake him or her up or call the
security office and report that person, They
are endangering you by failing to protect you.
We cannot allow the type of danger that
poor security puts us in to be tolerated, Immediate action should be taken by every
member of the Howard community to aggresively scrutinize the security force, If they
are going to continue to eat, sleep, drink and
flirt on the job, then they will have to go.

Debate a bad sign
Sunday's debate between presidential
- hopefuls Govenor Michael Dukakis and Vicepresident George Bush revealed many of the
problems African-Americans will face in the
upcoming election. Both men spoke for 90
minutes on who was more patriotic, who was
more ''liberal'', and who was the most honest,
but appeared to have no intention of addressing the problems plaguing African-Americans.
Polls taken immediately afterward indicated
that the debate was a standoff and that Bush
and Dukakis are running neck and neck
toward the White House. This is not true in
the African-American community, where by
and large, African-Americans who intend to
vote are jumping on the Dukakis bandwagon,
Part of the reason for this is that Bush has
been so hostile towards African-Americans
and has repeatedly stressed his intention to further the policies of President Reagan, who
seemingly misplaced his copy of the AfricanAmerican agenda of needs and demands eight
years ago and isn't looking too hard for it , .

I

I

If both candidates take us for granted before
the election, how will they respond to us
afterwards?
We .need to demand as a group not to be
related to a set of problems to deal with, but
as a group of productive citi1.ens with unique
needs and legitimate demands,
Specifically what will you do to improve
the plight of African-Americans in this country? This question needs to be answered by
all presidential candidates directly and emphatically. If their answer does not fulfill our
needs, or if the question is met with silence or
stutering, whyf should w~ vote for that
candidate?

r

It may seem like we don't have a lot of op- (
tions in the Novermber election and Sunday's
, 1 d'd • b ·
1 ·
debate certain y 1 n t ring any reve at1ons.
But our parents were beaten and persecuted
over the right to vote and it is critically important that we intelligently exercise this right.

'Drugs a shameful game
It is impossible to emphasize the importance

of sports in our society as we do and not expect athletes to try to do anything to win,
However, the disqualification of Canadian
sprinter Ben Johnson after he won the 100
meter dash points to a Iaeger problem, What
is winning worth?
Drugs have Qecome more and more pervasive in our society, and we now have a long

list of athletes who have interrupted their
careers, and in some c_a ses their lives, from

drug abuse, An exceptional amount of
pressure is placed upon athletes to perform,

and a lot of money is given to them based on
their abilities.
However, is winning an event worth the con-

•

sequences of drug use? Drugs were blamed for
the death of a West German heptathalon
athelete, Birgit Dressel, as well as the death of
former University of Maryland basketball star
Len Bias. New York Giants linebacker
Lawrence Taylor, ge}lerally considered the best
linebacker in professional football, returns this
weekend from his second drug suspension ,
Nineteen NFL players have been suspended

land base, Israel.
.
Ju.st as Africans, no matter »"her~
our citizenship may be, have '!:i~ommon origin, so too, do we h;t.ve a

common de5tiny. Therefore, if we

sepa;ate our?elves. from 1ss u~s concern1ng the 11berat1on of Africa, we
are leading 10 own demi se.
The struggle for freedom of
African people is a worldwide struggle , and there is no true freedom until all people are free!

Sincerely,
Stewart Callowa}', Black United
Youth, INC,

1his season for drug abuse, What is going on?
This is an example of the larger problem of
widespread drug abuse in our society, There
is ceriainly a level of tolerance for athletes who
abuse drugs or use drugs to enhance their
performance,
,
·
.
Several Olympians have hinted that there 1s
a serious problem with the supression of test
results or deliberate avoidance of drug testing,
Why would an athlete take steroids, for example, when they know they will be tested afterwards? Because they are sophisticated in their
methods of using other drugs to mask steroids
and they are timing their drug intake so that
, it does not show up, This is a situation we can

Africa fights own
battles
Dear' Editor,
As an African student on Howard
University's campus il was appalled
at the vicious attack on Africans and
other foreigners made by D. Bartee's
article and would like to register my
disapproval. This student gave the
impression that America is paying
Africa's bills. On the contrary, coun-

This letter is in response to the
commentary of D. Bartee, who
would prefer for people of African
descent who live in America to abandon the concerns of Africa.
As Malcolm X reminded us, ''Of
all our studies, history is best
qualified to reward all research."
• Judging from Mr. Bartee's comments
he has no knowledge of African
history. What justifies me to make
this comment? First of all, if Mr.
Bartee would study history, he would
realize that the struggle for freedom
in Africa goes hand-in-hand with the
struggle for freedom o~ Afric~ peo-

by Asian businessmen and women. Is this because Asians never died for.the
rights of black Americans? I also
don't see the prudence in a black·
American loosing his/her self~esteem
because an African decides to get an
education at Howard University. It
seems that Europeans and Asians are
more than welcome to the United
States even to the detriment of black
Americans but somehow Africans are
not welcome, not even on Howard's
campus. At a time when there is a
great deal of redefinition in black
America and emphasis and importance is being placed on fosterip_g better relationships between Africans
and black Americans, there are some
elements among us who will stop at
nothing to promote discord and
disunity among black people be they
from Africa, America or the
Caribbean.
It is obvious that this student is
misguided and mislead when it come~
to Africa and Africans. I suggest D.
Bartee should read books on black
history written by black authors so as
to get a better feel for the black
experience.
r

Sincerely, Ebenezer Ankuma,
Senior, School of Business

correct .

Mandatory, out of competition testing
should be implemented for all athletes,
Presumably, all of ihem are drug free, so there
should be no resistance to being tested for the
good of the sport,
Kofi Aryeetey, a track coach from Ghana
was quoted as saying that if athletics are not
natural, than we must reconsider playing
sports . ''

Editor-in-Chief
Suzanne C, Alexander

pie worldwide .
For example, the Civil Rights
Movement in America coincided with
a rash of success ful liberation strug·
gles of African countries to free
themselves from the oppression of
European colonialism. Moreover,
many of the peoples of African descent in America did not join the Civil
Rights Movement until they were.
motivated by the success of their
brothers and sisters in Africa in their
struggle for freedom. Secondly, if D.
Bartee would wake up and study
history, he would realize that the only
time African people, are wanted in
America is when we can benefit a
racist system that does nothing but
rape us of our pride and rob us of our

Business Manager
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Managing Editor
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Letters to the editor
Columnist needs
history lesson

tries such as Israel receive more in
financial and military aid than the
whole continent of Africa does. And
let' s not foTget the millions of dollars
that the U.S. government spends in
defending your (D. Bartee) European
cousin s.
The United States has never given
one bullet to any African country
fighting for its independence. By the
wa-y , when black Americans were
fighting for civil rights in the 1960's,
Africans were fighting for their independence from colonial rule . A
parallel can therefore be drawn between the Black American struggle
and the African struggle. This student obviously does not see things in
this light. Instead there is a belief that
a great many whites have done more
for black Americans than the whole
continent of Africa was. I will not
dispute that notion.
Whites have done more to make
sure that blacks hate themselves,
despise their heritage and ancestry
and definitely ridicule historical
events.
Instead of \.blaming Africans for
taking opportunities from black
Americans we have to remember that
a great number of previously owned
black businesses have in recent years
been taken ovPr not by Africans. but
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heritage. Finally, if Mr. Bartee would
study history, he would discover, as
Kwame Nkrumah, a graduate or
Howard University and the former
Prime Minister of Ghana, stated,
••All peoples of African descent,
whether they live in North or South
America, the Caribbean, or any part
of the world are Africans and belong
to the African nation."
Land is the basis of all revolution,
and if African people ever hope to be
truly free, we cannot separate
ourselves from our land base, the
richest and most beautiful land on
earth, Africa. Anyone who thinks
that land is not important should
look at the way Jewish people in
America support and will die for their
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Dr. Lenora Fulani
'

Two weeks ago, I received word
from the state of Mississippi that I
had been-certified to be on the ballot
there, coiTipleting a 21-month effort
to place a Progressive Independent
Black Presidential candidate on thi:
ballot in all 50 states and the District
of Columbia.· I thereby became the
first woman and the first African
American to run a 50 state presidential campaign in the general election.
.. On that same day, my attorneys
received a letter from the Commission on Presidential Debates a creation of the Democratic and
Republican partit;s. We were informed that I was ineligible to participate
in last Sunday's debate at Wake
Fores~ University in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina because I could not
demonstrate that I had a reasonable
chance of winning the election.
The American people, in the right
of the Commission, therefore had no
need or right to hear me, and the
Commission was under no obligation
to include me. Thus the first Black
person in history to achieve Parity
with the white male candidates of the
Republican and Democratic parties
was denied equal treatment and equal
access to the American electorate.
The League of Women Voters has
also denied me the right to be included in their series of presidential
debates. Why? Because, they say,
there isn't substantia l recognition by
1he national media to merit their

serious attention. By this, ·they mean
''white'' na\:ional media, of course.
The national black media are paying very. serious att~ntion to me. An~
the African-American electorate is
ver~eriously interested in ~y ~n

dependent candidacy. The racial bias
of the League is plain, and my attorneys intend to pursue it in court.
Listening to Bush and Dukakis talk
last Sunday night, you would haye
thought that there were only white
people in America. There was not a
single mention of blacks, ?f Puerto
Ricans or Chicanos, of Indians, or of
lesbians and gays.
Instead of discussing real people·
and real issues, Bush and Dukakis
tried to convince us that there is actually a differenCe between the two of
them.

''Reagan-Democrats'' they are so
busy running after.
A Democratic party in the White
House that we helped put there will
be just as ungrateful as it has ever
been. A democratic party qut of the
White House because the AfricanAmerican electorate kept it out will
be forced to fight for us if it wants
to win us back.
Cost the Democrats the White
House and they will be forced to deal
with the black Agenda.

"Listening to Bush and
Dukakis talk Sunday night,
you would have thought
there were only white people in America."
-

Dr. Lenora Fulani

A vote for me makes it plain that
African-Americans,
Native
Americans, lesbians and gays, peace
But African-Americans and all
environmentalists, and
people of color have suffered under activists,
feminists are not ''blank check'' conthe policies qf Democra.ts and , stituencie s. A vote for me on
Republicans alike. Both re1ect the November & lets the Democratic Parblack agen.da, and in fact, every other ty know that the free ride is overprogressive agenda.
the Democrats have to deliver for our
support, or they won't get it.
That's why a vote for Dukakis
It is only when our communities
would be a throwaway vote, sending and constituencies make that statea message to the Democratic party ment that we can exercise political
bosses that once again they can influence.
breathe easier- we are once again
The implications of my political
handing the Democrats a blank
check. We need to show them that we message are being recognized in a
are just as independent as the variety of political circles. The

I

respected Cqngressional Quarterly
wrote recently that in ''swing'' states
like Illinois and New York, we could
cost the Democrats the White House.

'

Political commentator Tony
Brown wrote in his syndicated column that the black vote for me ma:y
pick the winner and loser in
November. Last Monday's issue of
the Boston Herald carried an article
called ''Third Party Vote No
Laughing Matter'' which notes that
''In many states--some large,some
small--the numbers will be so close
between Bush and Dukakis that a
third candidate can tip the scales.''.
If I can make myself known to
voters, my boast that ''We may have
the political c!Out to dump the Duke''
may come true.''

'

By impacting the election in this ·::
way, we are propelling into the
mainstream of American political life
a Black-led, multi-racial and pro-gay
party that expresses, which the
Democratic and Republican parties
can't and don't, the sentiments and
aspirations of the majority of the ,.
American people.

.

We are building an independent
third party that is not symbolic, not
fringe, but one iliat can compete with
the Democrats arid Republicans for
po\ver and win.

Dr Fulani is an independent candidate
for the United States presidency

•

WPGC disrespectful to listeriers
Sean Brown
The more things change: the more
they remain the same. Over and over
again, African-Americans are
disrespected and taken for granted.
Radio station WPGC has launched a campaign of neglect, disrespect,
and
callousness
toward
African-Americans.
For the longest time, \VPGC didn't
have any African-American on-air
personalities althotigh the music
played on the air is mostly African-

American and WPGC's audience is
also predominately AfricanAmerican. WPGC derives its revenue
from selling the vast numbers of
African-American listeners to their
advertisers.
During Black History Month
(February) WPGC didn't make mention of Black History Month. nor did
they air any type of special programming. The same was true for Dr.
Maitin Luther King' s birthday,. But,
WPGC made mention of and sponsored special promotions for St.
Patrick's Day!
The last straw came this past
weekend which happenened to be the
Co ngres sio nal
Black Caucus

weekend.
Hurricane
Gilbert
devastated Texas, Mexico and
Jamaica. Do you kn.ow what the im·
moral, heartle,ss devils at WPGC did?
They aired a contest.
·
The contest played the sounds of
a hurricane. Each time the sound of
the hurricane was aired, listeners were
invited to call in. The D.J. selected
the 10th caller who would ''win''
$95.00. Can you believe this?
Over one-half million Jamaicans
were left homeless, and WPGC
thought this was an opportunity to be
funny, make fun of and profit from
ttre loss of others, to say nothing of
the lives that were lost because of
hurricane Gilbert. Again, African-

Americans are being disrespected.
Can ratings and profits be so important that the management and
staff would authorize and air such an
insensitive type of promotion? I have
vowed never to listen to WPGC
again. Furthermore, several of ID}'
neighbors and co-workers have also
decided that they won't tune in to
WPGC again.
I don't understand why WPGC is
so disrespectful to AfricanAmericans when the majority of their
listeners are African-American. Further, Washington has. such a large
West Indian population that this last
act appears to be economic suicide
foe WPGC.
Finally; I have discovered a new
radio station that plays Afric.anAmerican music, is sensitive to
humani1y and is committed to the
African-American community-Hot
100-WDJY. WDJY, (100.3 FM),
airs positive messages to their
listeners from Washington' s number
one role model, Doug Williams, three
times a week on Monday, Thursda}'·
and Friday mornings at 7:40. Incidentally , while WPGC \vas joking
about the lives and homes lost due to
the destruction caused by hurricane
·Gil bert, WDJY was trying to raise
money, clothing, food and medical
supplies for the people of Jamaica.
Amen!
I trust that thousands of
Washingtonians, both AfricanAmerican and white, are as outraged as I am. We must seek to raise the
conciousness of those in our society
who have diabolical minds, hearts
~nd intentions.
"

Sean Bro1vn is a student at Howard
University.

,Gun laws no threat to criminals
Garfield Swaby

''

Maryland's House Bill No. 1131,
affectionately referred to as the
Maryland Gun Ban Law, is (by the
bills own admonition) ''an act concerning handgun prohibition bills of
manufacture and sale and prohibition
of strict liabilty for damages caused
by certain criminal use of firearms."
Therefore, as .close as one can a~cer
tain, this bill would take handguns
from criminals, keep guns off the
street and ultimately make America
a wonderful and safe place to live.
House Bill No. 1131 would also set
up a H<indgun Roster Board in the
Department of Public Safety and
Correctional Services, which would
compile and publish a handgun list
and may add or subtract to the roster
''upon the board's own initiative,"
and outlaw all the rest.
The National Rifle Association
and the Maryland Committee
Against the Gun Ban are vehement
opponents of HBI 131. Pre.sident of
the Congress for Racial Equality,
Roy Innis has joined forces with the
Committee Against the Gun Ban and
appears in a video called ''It's a Bad
Law," which is directed to an
African-American audience. George
Bunting of Baltimore's NAACP supports the gun ban and was quoted as
referring to Innis as a ''prostitute in
our .[African-American) communi-

ty.'' So now we have ·NRA,
Marylahd Committee Against the
Gun Ban and Roy lnnis in one corner, and Maryland State Legislators,
the NAACP, and Carl Rowan in the
next, and the prize fight is about to
begin.
Let us now , le.ave1 the battling '
Titans and examine what all the fuss
is about and eXactly how the gun ban
issue affects African-Americans.
Proponents of the gun ban issue
argue that laws similar to HB 1131
will keep handguns away from
criminals, and, as a result increase the
safety of Americans. Not only is this
reasoning
erroneous,
it
is
preposterous and unconstitutional.
Gun bans would not only take guns
from criminals, but innocent citizens
as well. If you are about to say that
it is the job of the police to keep
citizens safe and that citizens do not
need to be armed, STOP! The second
Amendment provides for ''the people to keep and bear arms'' and that
this right ''shall not be infringed
upon.''
The issue of keeping arms out of
the citizens! hands goes deeper for
African-Americans and other
minorities. If I may quote Adolf
Hitler, ''the most foolish mistake we
could possibly make would be to
allow the subject races to possess
arms. History shows that all conquerors who have allowed their subject races to carry arms have prepared
their own downfall by doing so.'' I

would not dare compare America' s 1976-1982. Another startling statistic
.legislators to the likes of Adolf Hitler is that in 1987, of 55 to 60 million
(not all of them anyway), but it is a handguns estimated to be in America,
fact that people become more passive less than 4/10 of one percent were inwithout arms. Investigative reporter, volved in criminal misuse. Handguns
Robert Sherrill, determined in his were not involved in 99.6 percent of
book, ''The Saturday Night criminal activity. The truth of th'e
' Special," that the object of the Gun matter is that gun ban laws have litControl Act of 1%8 was for African- tle or no relationship with murdet
American gun control, since it shut and suicide rates.
The facts-that gun bans have no
off weapons to African-Americans
who were only able to buy cheap guns relationship to crime rates; that
for protection. It's no wonder that we criminals will keep committing crimes
seem to have become a more passive with bigger' more expensive and
race since the turbulent sixties.
more sophisticated guns; that the onWhile on the subject of cheap ly people that gun bans affect is ledguns, let me add that the Roster affluent minorities; and that all these
Board set up by HBll31 has, in its facts are well known to legislators
guidelines, mechanisms to ban Jess who make gun ban laws- can't help
expensive guns-handguns, that are af- but make a 21-year-old Africanforable only to the majority of . American male , like myself, who is
African-Americans and oth er residing in an inner1city area, wonder
minorities. Of 1800 jailed inmates if these law maker1 have not read the
who, were asked what they would do Adolf Hitler quote themselves.
if there were no longer cheap han- Hmmm.
dguns around, the overwhelming repLet us now join the clashing Titans
ly was that they would move up to with their prize fight in progress. I
bigger and better fire power. Here in have extended invitations to these
Washington, D.C. and similarly in battling brutes to have a show down
New York City, there are tough gun here at the University, where they will
ban laws. Based on FBI Uniform shed some light on this gun control
Crime Reports, New York City iss.ue . The H.U .S.A. program is
boasts of one-sixth of the nation' s scheduled for October 11 , at 7:00
armed robberies and more homicides p.m.
than the total of22 states. Similarly,
Washington, D.C.'s violent crime
rate with handguns rose twice as Garfield Swaby is 1he presidenl oflhe
UniVersity
Student
much as the national average did (48 Howard
percent vs. 22 oercent) from Association. ·
"

What price space?
Timothy 0. Moore

what other alternative do they have
to survive in a racist world dominated
by money? The economically deprived ghettos throughout the nation are
the result of insufficient funds. Do
not be fooled, the efficient funds are
sky-rocketing into outerspace. Some
people have no health plan, no insurance, no opportunity for higher
education and no job. If money was
spent prudently in this democratic
society, then we could possibJy
eliminate these sad human conditions
and then pursue space.
Is looking toward space a
technologically-sophisticate.d way of
turning the cheek and avoiding the
world we inhabit? The billions of
dollars used for space exploration
show that money is obviously
available to spend. It should be used
compassionately to help the poor,
starving, homeless and other needy
people. Our deficient economic
system is a probable cause for why
money is not spent compassionately.
Instead, the flow of money in our
soc ietal structure affords excessive
opulence to the few and privation to
the many. Certainly, not many peopie will be going to the next galaxy;
however, there will be plenty on earth
to suffer.
As the shuttle inches toward a
return to space, we wait in anticipation for a tremendously expensive joy
ride or another embarra'.ssing fiasco.
Hopefully, it will be a success for the
sake of those brave astronauts. Go- ~
ing to the moon was phrased in the
past as ''One Step for Mankind .."
From the human condition~ we
observe everyday, the Space Age
seems like giant steps backward. We
should spend our mone}' on the world
we live in. We are here to stay.
Whatever is out there will come see
us some day. Let's make this a be~
ter place and not worry sq much
about outerspace.
--------------

Most Americans are anxious to see
NASA get the shuttle program back
in the orbit after the tragic explosion
of the shuttle Challenger nearly three
years ago. The excitement is once
again rising with expectations of
seeking unknown knowledge about
the universe ..The problem is we have
not yet thoroughly attended to the
wide range of human conditions
within the world we live and see
everyday.
The expensive quest for this
unknown knowledge is nonsense in
retrospect. The last fiasco should
have reprobated our thoughts on
such an inherently high-risk enterprise. We should not fantasize about
conquering another world, but conccntrate on problems within reach.
The expected costs to upgrade the
shuttle program will be at least $3.5
billion. Whatever was spent on the
last shuttle literally went up in smoke.
Approximately $1.2 billion will be used for unguaranteed ''fixes'' that are
essential in order to make the flight
as safe as possible.
Astonishingly, the dollar figures
are not finished. There was $819
million used to co rrect the flaw and
other shortcomings in the solid rocket
booster that caused the shuttle to
blow up in.itially. It is understandable
that sacrifices are made in science to
venture on new horizons; however,
the costly adventure does irreversible
damage to the structure of human
civilization.
There is a serious epidemic, AIDS,
running so rampant that researchers
can't keep up with the virus' deadly
replication. Money is needed to find
a vaccine . If no one is alive, then who
will be tending to the astronomically
expensive space experiments? Youth
in the city are selling drugs to make
money and survive. They do not,
however, want to sell drugs. If all the Timothy Owens Moore is a student in
money they should be entitled to is the Graduate School of Arts and
going off into some other galaxy, Sciences

,

·.

•

Fall graduates need
early finals too
Richard Porter
I am a graduating senior
(December, 1988) in the School of
Business. I noticed that in looking
over the semester schedule in the
registration booklet, there were no
special finals set up for seniors
graduating in December. I asked the
administration in my school why early finals for seniors were not set and
I was informed that since there was
no December commencement, there
\vas no need for special finals and
that December grads. had more time
because they always could come back
in the Spring.
I thought this was a trifling and
pathetic attitude. In my opinion,

uecemoer graos. nave earned tne
same respect that May grads, have
earned. People from all across the
country attend Howard, and many
grads. will be going back home or to
other places for employment opportunities. I think that we, December
grads., have the right to know if we
have passed our final courses before
the end of the semester.
It would not be nice for grads. to
pack up, leave apartments, get jobs,
and go hundreds or thousands of
miles away, then find out ''Oops, you
didn't graduate'' and have to come
back. Special finals for December
grads. should be scheduled, beginning this Fall.

Richard N Porter is a ser.::)r in the
School of Bus(ness
..
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the 1988 Homecoming
Steering Committee

' .
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HOMECOMING %988
''AND STILL WE RISE ... ''

1

October 14, 1988 (Friday) '
fRE-HOMECOMING PARTY
l l:OOpm
October 19, 1988 (Wednes.d ay)
INTERNATIONAL DAY
Blackburn Ballroom
7:Q()pm - 12 Midnight
FREE

October 16, 1988 (Sunday)
GOSPEL CONCERT
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm
$5 student I $8 general

October 21, 1988 (Friday)
HOWARDFEST
Main Yard
All day

October 16, 1988 (Sunday)
CHAPEL SERVICE
··
Rankin Chapel
11 :OOam

'

October 22, 1988 (Saturday)
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL
GAME
Greene Memorial Stadium
Howara ''Bison'' vs
North Carolina ''Aggies''
I :OOpm

•

October 22, 1988 (Saturday)
POP CONCERT
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm !st show .
IO:OOpm 2nd show
$10 students I $12 general

October 21, 1988 (Friday) .
DINNER DANCE
Omni-Shoreham Hotel
Sponsor: Alumni Affairs
7: 30pm to 12 Midnight

October 23, 1988 (Sun,day)
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH &
FASHION SHOW
Omni-Shoreham Hotel
Sponsor: Alumni Affairs
l 1:30am to 3:30pm

Tune in to WHUR for all Homecoming information.
Tickets will go Qn sale in the coming week!
For more information call 636-5426.

October 18, 1988 (Tuesday)
VARIETY SHOW
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm
$2 students I $3 general

.

October 22, 1988 (Saturday)
BISON ROUND-UP
Greene Memorial Stadium-Tent
Sponsor: Alumni Affairs ·
11 :30am & Halftime

•

October 17, 1988 (Monday)
PUTTIN' ON THE LIPS
formerly ''Motown Comes
to Howard''
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm
$2 students I $3 general

I

•,

;i

October 20, 1988 (Thursday)
FASHION SHOW
Cramton Auditorium
7 :OOpm I st show
IO:OOpm 2nd show
$5 students I $8 general

'

October 22, 1988 (Saturday)
PARADE
Georgia & Fairmont St.
8:00am

•

October 15,1988 (Saturday)
MISS HOW ARD PAGEANT
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm
$2 students I $3 general
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UNIVERSITY .LIBRARIES OPEN HOUSE.. •I
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Tours

Tickets will be drawn
on The Terrace

Founders

and at

UCL

2:00 P. M. - 3:00 P. M

The Branch Libraries

•

and

•

The Branch Libraries
3:00 P. M. - 4:00 P. M.

Refreshments

•

.

"

October 5, ·1988

I

2:00 P.. M. - S:OO·
P. M.
,..

•

•

Undergraduate Library I Terrace
•

•

•
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Drinking
('ontinued ' from page 1

1

·Three months later, a freshman
pled ge at Rutgers University died
when he drank excessively during
Kamikaze night at the Lambda Chi
Eps;lon fraternity house. Two more
alcohol-related deaths followed at
· Rutgers. And just this month, two
drunken students lost con'sciousness
at the University of Conr\eticut and
another was badly injured when he
put his hand through a window.
Ten thousand young peopJe between the ages of 16 and 24 die each
year in alcohol-related accidents, according to the National Clearing
House for Alcohol Information.
Spurred by increases in State drin.king ages and the fear of lawsuits, many colleges, like Howard, are tak-ing
a second look at their drinking
rekulations. Some have developed
new
policies to restrict
.
. campus drink1ng,
while others are vigorously enforcing
'
older
ones. ''The administration is more worried and more aware of the reality of
alcohpl abuse. They're taking it more
seriously,'' explained Ruth Eastman,
alcohol education coordinator at the
University of Conneticut. Eastman,
who sees ''hundreds'' of alcohol
abuse cases, says the school may ban
alcohol from campus entirely.
Not all colleges are taking such
drastic measures. The University of
California at Los Angeles is simply
reviewing its present policy. Fort
1

'

Slowe

..

Hays College in Hays, Ka., on the
othei hand, banned alcohol entirely
from its pubs. And Boston University now mandates the number of
ounces its ·students can possess on
campus.
The new rules limit students to 72
ounces of beer, about a six pack, or
one liter of alcohol in their rooms on
any given day.
'
''It's not going to eliminate campus drinking, but now students know
it's against the rules and against the
law,'' said Andrea Gargiulo, chairwoman of the Boston Licensing
Board, which licenses all dormitories,
bars and restaurants. Just this
month, the board enacted regulations
that bar the delivery of kegs or cases
of beer ''not intended for the personal use of the person ordering the
beverages.''
.
The rules also prohibit Boston col1 lege students from bringing more alcohol into dormitories than they can
expect to drink themselves. Liquor
stores that don't keep written records
of names and addressess of customers receiving liquor deliveries can
lose their licenses. Universities can
lose their licenses to •operate their
dormitories.

ing in public places.
Delaware Valley College of Science
and Agriculture in Doylestown, Pa.
ha~ also stiffened its drinking penaltie!i in response to the law. The school
now fines third offenders $300 or 85
hours of public service . Subsequent
offenders face suspension, dismissal
or ~pulsion.
~eldon Steinbach, vice president
and general counsel of the American
Council on Education, said colleges'
fear of liability is far from unwarranted.
In a recently released report, he explained that ''many courts are
spreading legal responsibility to third
parties for injuries caused by those
who have been drinking.'' This trend
concerns ''any institution whose
members consume or serve alcohol,
including colleges and universities,''
he said.

from the-ir campus houses.
Still, complaints seem to remain on
an individual level . None of the colleges surveyed reported rallies or
mass demonstrations to protest alcohol policy changes.
Andrew Harris, president of
Boston University's student union,
explained, ''Students here are taking
a pretty responsible (attitude.) It 's
always been clear that (drinking) is a
privilege and not a right.''

Anyway, ''if you're legal, you can
go to a bar. Anyone who's interested in drinking isn't going to have a
problem drinking in Boston. It's really not a big issue,'' Harris added.
Still, it's a far cry from the attitudes of the late sixties and early
seventies, When hundreds of students
wearing torn jeans, and waving banners boycot~ed local pubs demanding
Universities, like Princeton, often their right to drink.
''The pendulum is swinging back
combine policy revfsions with new
.
'
programs to educate students about to a more conservative campus enalcohol and to offer them counseling. vironment,'' said Drew Hunter, exForty-five students at Princeton ecutive director of Bacchus, the
received medical treatment last national student group against alcoFebruary when they drank too much hol abuse with 315 chapters on colduring initiation rights at an eating lege campuses. Bacchus has benefited
from new attitudes, gaining about 50
club.
new chapters this year.
Pennsylvania colleges are cracking . ''The positive part of the message
And the University of Masdown on underage drinking, too, fol- 1s that students don't need to drink _ sachusetts, Amherst, responding to
lowing a state law that stiffens drink- to be accepted," s~id 18-year-old new attitudes, 'may set· aside a doring penalties for minors under age 21. Slavic Komuves, of Rutgers. ''The mitory
wing
for
Universities can be held liable for negative part is that with all the res- students who don't drink or use
furnishing alcohol to minors if, un- trictions, it's become almost like a drugs.
derage drinking occurs on property police state." He reports rumors of
, Hunter doubts, however, that the
owned or controlled by the universi- un·d ercover detectiVe policing dorms movement has convinced most stuty. according to a Univers~ty of Penn- since the university restricted parties dents to stop drinking.
sylvania spoKesperson. So, Penn serving alcohol to Fridays and SaturDespite .changes in university polibanned beer kegs in fraternity and days only. The new rules also require cies, he said, ''No studies show a
sorority houses and prohibited drink- greek organizations to remove bars decline in college drinking."
couldn't wait around any longer,"
said Robinson.

Upon returning from his classes,
Robinson was informed that a Metro
continued from page 1
police officer did come to the dorm
I
an hour after he had left for class.
Officer Quintin Peterson of the
Metro police ~aid that because it was
•
a burglary th~t happened the night
'
don't do things like that," explained before, and because Robinson was
Robinson. Robinson said he figures not in the room when it occured, it
that someone must have came into was not considered a priority.
his room Mon·day night while he was
According to Peterson, the 25-car
out between 6 p.m. and midnight.
precinct had other important inRobinson said that the campus cidents that had to be dealt with
police got to the dorm in ''about 10· ·within the jurisdiction. ,
minutes." After filling out a report
Robinson sh.id on Wednsd3y evenwith the campus police, they called ing that he was going to give the
5th District's Metro police. Robinson police 72 hours to get in touch with
and the security officer waited for him or he was going to talk to
1 over two houi:s for city police, callWilliam Keene, Dean of the Office of
ing several times before the. security Residence Life.
guard had to leave.
''They're around when you don't
''l missed a preparation class for want · them ·but -when· yotr-duwant·-...
a mid-term in one class and had them they're nowhere around,
another mid-term in another. I Robinson said .

~··Buy

Freedom.''
According to Nancy Flake, <lirec-

Poeir
continued from page 2

our community. Look at the Koreans
and the Chinese businesses along
Georgia Avenue, they stick together.
That's what black people don't do.''
The true hard fact is that ''You
can't ignore the la\¥ of economics and
have freedom. The only color of
freedom in America is green," said
Tony Brown, chairman of an
economic self-help network called

Go Bison!!

tor of the Howard University Small
Business Development Cent·er, ''For
blacks to succeed in corporate
America, we must move forward
together. We have to get our
priorities straight and come together
to harness our money.'' Flake encourages other students to establish
their own business.
This year, the Poeir Group is looking forward to buying an international bank and finding another
money-making project.
Unfortunately,. the P@eir Group
\viii disband after its members
graduate form Howard.
''We both have different goals. in
life, but one thing is' foi sure, we will
still be making money," said Phillips.

Hunger
continued trom page l

Areke, that the request could not be
accomodated without consuming the
$22,000 for assistants. So the students
conceded to this b,udgetary reality.
Areke said that t~·e way events unfolded left the graduate film students
with the feeling tha:t ''someone was
trying to close down the department.'' Taylor reassured the group

that such was not the case, calling the
program 11 one of the most important
programs in the school."
Areke al~o said that Taylor com mended the students on their efforts
and praised their actions saying that
t~ey handled it in a ''highly professional manner.''
As of Friday, Sept. 23, Taylor had
no formaJ comment to make to The
Hilltop regarding the issue, except
that he was working on the problem
and confident that it would be solvr.d ~oon.

Jamaica

Bethune
continued from page 2

continued from ps2e 2

may have interfered with a proper
investigation.
'' I cannot say that Officer
Singletary was wrong at this point. I
can say that he may have used bad
judgement,'' Turner said in defense
of Singletary.
A second reason given for the
release of Hardy, according to Third
District officers was lack of identification of evidence, but the same
purse which Howard security found
in Hardy's possession was the same
one which Douglas identified as her
own.
''They seemed awful anxious to let
Hardy go," Dawson said. He added
that obviously the police weren't interested in pursuing the thefts.
Dawson reasoned that dormitory
theft doesn't have a lot of urgency
and that on a scale of one to ten, this
is less than one.
Douglas, who claimed that her
purse was stolen from the Howard
Service Center on the same day, said
that the only thing that she was .missing when her purse was returned was
about a dollar and a half.
''In this instance, the crime was
neutralized. She committed the
crime, but she didn't benefit from
it," Dawson said.
Though Hardy was found with
stolen items in her possession and
despite her own confession to stealing from the dormitories, Turner
states that there was ''no probable
cause for arrest.''
''I can only look into that allegation. I'm in the process now," Turner
said. Dawson however, said that the
Third District is not looking into the
case.
~
''He's (Turner) using a euphemism
that he's looking into it, but that's in._. .. ternally,, but as far as.._ an .investigation, Capt. Turner is not doing it,''
Dawson said.

tion said that HUSA is also working
with CSA to help the citizens of
Jamaica.
''We have coordinated boxes at
pick up points in the dorms and we
have picked up the boxes and taken
them to CSA,'' he said. ''We also got
a van for CSA and they were able lo
take goods to the main drop off point
here in D.C.," he said .
Swaby said that he is impressed
with the way the group has gotten involved and he commends them on
their efforts.
''As soon as it (the hurricane] happened ...they jumped right on it.
Before I even knew that .it happened,
they were in contact with the Embassy," he said.
The senior, finance major added
that, because of the university's involvement, Howard has been a major force in the city's efforts.
''From what I know, they [CSA
and Howard] have '·been _central
figures [in the effort]," he said.
CSA also sponsored a Carribean
Students Party at the Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, ,lnc. house from which all
of the proceeds went to the Jamaican
relief fund.
Howard's radio station, WHURFM, also held a radiothon from last
Sunday afternoon. CSA members
were on hand to take calls and receive
funds.
Wayne McCook of Information .
Services at the Jamaican Embassy
says that he is impressed with the way ·
Howard and CSA, especially, has ~
contributed to the fund.
''Essentially Howard and Jamaica
have had a loqg relationship. There's
not a distinction between the two,"
he said. ''We are very appreciative to
Howard and the students,'' said
McCook.
''We hope we can help and as
much as po$iiible and as long as possible,.:~.said Legall_''lf we:; can help two
people, at least we helped and didn't
just sit back," he said.
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Programmer Analyst

'

i41

Careers Exploration Day

*i
*

*
October 26, 1988 *
•

Ballroom,
Blackburn Center
'

PROGRAMS.

These positions offer excellent salaries and training,
a comprehensive benefit package and the opportunity for career growth in a high visibility organization.
If you are interested in a ch~llenging career and
would like more information, see y9ur placement
office for details about our campus career days
presentations and interview schedules.

Skil''S 'Development Workshops
On-Campus Interviews

,I

September 260ctober 28,1988

®

*

:t
**
**
*

**
**
September 27- *
November 17, 1988 *
October 17November 22,1988
•

•

*
*

, October 5, 1988
Ballroom,
Blackburn Center :

'

Registration for On-Campus
Interviews & Other Services

**
:

:

Graduate & Professional
Schools Information Day

As a programmer analyst in Mobil's Marketing Information Systems department, you will utflize both your
technical and analytical skills to support the major
systems which manage Marketing's pri·mary product
lines,

I

EVENTS
•

'

'

The Career Planning & Placement Office (CPP)
invites you to participate in these events and
programs:

of!
41·
41

• COMPUTER SCIENCE
• MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
• RELATED MAJORS

I

•

+

Mobil's Marketing & Refining division has openings
in their Fairfax, VA office for both Fall and Spring
graduates, Opportunities are available for highly
motivated individuals with sound academic records
in the following disciplines:

**
*

i •These programs will be held in the CPP Office, Student

**
**
**
lfo
*lfo

Resource Center, 2nd floor, C.B. Powell Bldg. 6th & BryanL-t
Sts., NW.
al-

I

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

+

*
--------------------......1+*********************************** .
i

For additional information, call 636-7513.

'

•
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What is your reaction to Ben John·s on
being disqualified from the Olympics for
illegally using steroids?

j •

1
•

•
•

.,
'

...

'

I

'
'

I

•

l

,

"It is regrettable that Ben
Johnson, being such a capable
athlete, thought it was
necessary to take drugs in order
to improve his chances of winning the Olympic events. It has
probably ruined his chances for
earning endorsements, and has
caused embarrasment to his
family and his homeland. The
Olympic Committee should be
commended for their strong
stand against drugs ."
Bryan K. Walker
Senior
Mechanical Engineering
Adelphi, Md.

~

"Traces of anabolic steroids
were found in his urine;
anabolic steroids have been
banned by all athletic
organizatgions for use by
athletes. He broke the rules. It
is a shame that something like
this must happen to such a
talented athlete, but I wonder,
without steriods, would be he
have run as he did."
Mark C. Wilson
Freshman
College
of
-Medicine
Alexandria, Va.
._
•

•

"The problems with drugs and
its abuse is wide-spread. The
Olympics should have been an
event which contained excitement and disappointment to
those competing, not deceived '
by fellow ·athletes who have
taken an oath. I felt that the
athletes in his events lost in the
most."
Deborah K. Johnson
Instructor
Dept. of Physical Education
and Recreation

"It saddens me that the drug
situation has escalated to such
dramatic proportions a!)d that
"l was upset when I first heard it h as entered the blympic
about it. However, I feel that arena. It is truly an unfortunate
his punishment was just, in the situation, but athletes, and
sense that he used steroids to ·people in general, mu st realize
help him win the race instead that if they break rules they
must suffer the consequences.''
of his natural abilities ."
Pam Jordan
Kelli Richardson
Senior
Freshman
Electrical Engineering
Economics
Cleveland, Ohio
Petersburgh, "Va.

\· \

"As an international track and
field competitor who has competed for the U.S.. Track
Teams, I am aware of the drug
problem on the Olympic level.
Many athletes like myself who
have sacrificed many years in
order to train for the Olympic
Games without the use of performance enhancing drugs,
have no sympathy for Ben
Johnson. Why sacrifice normal
values for fool's money (gold)?
I have no respect for any individuals who does not have
enough strength or self esteem
to say no to drugs."
Oliver Bridges
Graduate Sfudent/U .S. Teams
fu>orts Administration
Forestville, Md.
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Contacting sources
Interviewing techniques
Writing effective headlines
Information gathering
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RESl:RVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
James Ho!obaugh
Civil Engineering
University ofMissouri
Co-oping with St. Louis

the experience of black people in
America.''
Cliff's story is that of an upwardly mobile African-Amt:rican who is
not as upwardly mobile as he
believes. Though he is promoted to
assistant vicewpresident for African
s ale~ , Cliff is used by his company as
a liason to various African nations.
He must defend the company's role
in Sout.,h Africa in order to boost
sales.
Cliff finds himself not only defenw
ding his company's role, but also raw
tionalizing his own position to a
representative of a West African
country by stating that his company
has integrated toilets in South Africa
although it is illegal.
In contrast, Father Matthew's life
is not as straight-forward. Lewis does
not explain how Father Matthew
became homeless in the film.
'' It wasn't my concern why he
became homeless," Lewis said. ''One
time I thought of explaining it, but
I decided that the ways to explain it
would be weaker than leaving it unexplained.''
Lewis contends that the .open enw
ding ''makes people think and use
their imagination'' regarding Father
Matthew's and the executive's fate.
The film poses questions about
homelessness, hunger, South Africa,
the conflicts of upwardly mobile
AfricanwAmericans in traaitionally
white institutions and the work of
African wAmerican independent
filmmakers.
Lewi s asserts that Afri ca nAmericans need to know more about
African-American filmmakers in this
country .
''They know about Spike Le~ and
Robert Townsend because they hi:ive
gotten a lot of mass media coverage.
They have been picked out by
Hollywood, but there are a lot of

Lewis
continued from pag€" 1

Corps of Engineers

''THE DASE CO·'OP PROGRAM IS LIKE
·
ACOURSE IN REAL LIFE.''
"The big thing it offers is experience, and that's what companies look for.
There are things I've learned on the job that I couldn't learn in school:'
The Department'of Army Scientific and Engineering (DASE) Co-op Program
provides ROTC students the opportunity to work in a Department of the Anny
facility while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical work experience
in a high-tech facility. Selected students also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance
per year and the opportunity for continued employment after graduation.
Tu be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate Program leading to
a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application procedures, contact the Chainnan of the Co--op Department,'or the Professor of
Military Science.
,

Students are selected on a competitive basis.

i

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWCiE
COURSE YOl! CAN TAKE.

I

my generation had done with the
ben~fits of the people who struggled
during the civil rights movement,''
said Lewis, who poses this question
to others in his films.
One scene in the film pictures
several African-American men
around a barrel fire discussing ''the
state ofpost-1960's black America.''
They conclude that another civil
rights movement is needed.
In earlier scenes, Father Matthew
is awak~ned by a white policeman
ind forced to leave the front of the
Capitol. He then rises, gathers his
possessions, and walks past several
other monuments while Nina Simone
sings, ''I Wish I Knew How It Would
Feel tO Be Free."
''This seems so much the greater
contradiction,'' said Lewis, concerw
ning the homeless whose lives are
backdropped by the nation's symw
bolic monuments of freedom.
Fathef Matthew not only serves as
the conscience of Cliff, but also as
the conscience of Ametica. In a scene
from the movie he says, ''So then we
become the conscience of America.
A caul is lifted from my eYes and I
must see for you America, because
you never see.''
'Lewis added, ''America has conw
sistently rejected our consciousness
and our perspective. We have always
struggled to change America's values,
but in trying, the irony is that in
many cases, we have taken on the
morality of the very institutions we
were trying to change. Homelessness
is a metaphor which I am using for

other independent filmmakers strugw
gling to make interesting films , some
fe;iture lengths, some shorter.~·
··A criticism that we receive as
AfricanwAmerican independent filmw
makers is 'you didn't tell my story.'
They're afraid that if their story isn't
told in this film, it may not be told,"
said Lewis.

''I don't want
•

•

'

· ·a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.''

I
1

~

''lronic;:tlly, this film is open for interpretation depending on your own
personal experience. For example,
for the general audience, the irony of
the cab scene is clear when the cab
driver can't get a cab, but for people
in the black community who have
been the brother on the street who

Par9
I

Lewis plaYs a character in
his film to be shown in. D.C.

-

couldn't get a cab, for them the scene
has a more profound meaninL' I
will be pleased if t•he film has an ef·
feet on the AfricanwAmerican comw
munity; if it happens in the white
community as well, I think that will
be good also. This film is about
values that are not only a concern of
the Africa nwAmerican community,
but a concern fo r all." ·
''What we're finding is thai we're
making films that don't make
money, then ' we can't make more
films. One key link is for black au·
diences to know about the films and
~o come out and suppon them; otherw
\vise, we' ll ,have to be held up and
have to wait for Hollywood to choose
one or two other black filmmakers to
spotlight," said Lewis.
·
''Serving Two !Masters'' has done
well at several film festivals arid has
been well received in the Washington
area. One moviegoer, Arthur Robinw
sion IV was very impressed.
''The acting was excellent. There
was a major motion picture in there
that I wanted to see. It represented
good black energy where energy
flows to the point where the energy
has less resistance.''
'' I wish more you ng blacks Would
come and see it," stated Nestor Herw
nandez, another moviegoer.
''Serving Two Masters'' is schedulw
ed to appear at a film festival in Mannheim, West Germany this fall and
the London Film Festival in

'

Nnv~mher.

Chemical Engineers

•

At Air Products,

We Want You!
If you're a top-notch Chemical Engineering major

, Some _long distance companies promise you the moon,
but what you really want is dependable, high-quality service.
That's just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long Distan
Service, at a cost that's a lot less
than.you think. You can expect
low long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear connections and immediace credit
for wrong numbers. And the
assurance that virrually all of
your calls will go through the
first time. That's the genius of
the AI&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
~ .
When it's time to choose,
forget the gimmicks and make
the intelligent choice, AT&T.
If youtl like to know more
about our products or services,
like International calling and
the AI&T card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

ready for a dynamic caret;:r with a fast wgrowing
Fortune 200 Company, we're interested.
We are Air Products - a technology-driven manuw
facturer of industrial gases and chemicals. To find
out more about our chemical engineering career
opportunities, visit your Office of Career Plai:ining
and Placement and ask about our onwcampus
interview schedule on Tuesday, 25 October 1988.

We want to talk to you.

Perpetual Savings Bank, the leading savings
institution in the Washington , D.C. area, needs
qualified people for full and part·time

TELLERS·
and

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
Recruiters are available every Tuesday and
Thursday from lp.m to 4pm all year long. To inter·
view, call Julie' at (703) 838·6024 or send your
resume to:
t

ATs.T
The right choice.

'

Perpetual Savings Bank
Employment Office
2034 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22314

•

•eligibility explained during interview

Savings Bank, F.S.B.

•

'

-

'
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Tempo
Vandross, Baker thrill D.C.
crowd with old, ·new favorites
By Gale P. Mitchell
Hillt op Staff Reporter

The Capital Center
The opening night performances of
R&B superstars Anita Baker and
Luther Vandross filled the Capital
Center with glitter, glamour and excitm"ent, Wednesday night. The two
did not sing together on stage, but
their individual presence was well
worth the price of admission.
The debut show was the first of
three shows that were scheduled for
Thursday and Friday. Baker and
Vandross's songs imitated their
records in both smoothness and
clarity.

•

'
1

The capacityCrowd provided much

I

of the glamour of the evening with
their fashion show attire. Many of
the women wore evening dresses that
seemed appropriate for a formal New
Year's Eve party. The men also put
on a show with the latest designer
suits. All of this ' ' showing-off' ' set
the tone for this memorable concert.
The fir st performer to grace the
circular revolving stage was comedian
Chris Thomas. Thomas entertained
the audience with his raunchy brand
of humor that he is know for around
the District .

'

.

· Baker that evening was 1·rom her
Thomas' subjects ranged from
''Rapture'' album, which brought
relationships with women and their numerous cheers from the audience.
children to actor Billy Dee Williams'
Baker also presented the audience
ablity to mak e women select ''Malt
LiquefColt 45 ."
- ··
- with songs from her upcoming album
being released a week from today and
Thomas also joked about the
hits from other stars.
dispute between singer James Brown
Powerful vocals helped shape
and his wife. ''They brought James Baker's cover version of Gladys
Brown into court and someone ask- Knight's ''Love Overboard." Aued]'James, what happened between dience response on this tune, like the
you and your wife . 'Static', was others, was wonderful as Baker askBrown's hit so ng reply,' Don't start' ed .them to clap to the beat of one of
no ne , Won't be none,'' jo ked last year's top songs. r
Thomas.
Baker got the audience warmed up
Diminutive songstress Anita Baker f,or Micheal Jackson's upcoming apstepped on stage next, wearing a Pearance at the Capital Center with
shear white spagetti -strap gown and
''Your Just Another Part of Me.''
singing the song ''Mystery'' from her
She also put a little footwork in a la
top-selling ''Rapture'' album.
Baker continued with the crowd- Jackson.
''Giving You the Best That I' ve
pleasing ''Sweet Love." This song Got'' ended Baker's exciting perforcame through a little 1•· ~a ker than her mance after which she brought her
other ''Rapture'' hi. , :. _t even at her
weakest, Baker's talented vocals and band and backup singer on stage to
. greet the audience .
animated stage perfo.rmance carried
The crowd was subjected to fl
her through.
50-mlnute intermission complete with
The stage w~s supposed to have sleep-inducing pre-recorded music
revolved, but did so only on occaand set changes. By the time the lights
sion.··T he lighting during Baker's perwent down for Vandross , the aufo.rmance was excellent, however, the dience was bursting with anticipation: •
microphone began to squeak through - Vandross made his fashionably
some of her songs.
Most of the music performed by see Concert, page 15
Luther Vondross' powertul vocals amazed
the crowd ot the Cap'otal Cenh e on
.

we d nes d ay n1g· ht.

.

'She's Gotta Have It' star speaks on campus
By Venus Bivins
Hill1op-"'9taff Reporter

•

Actor Tomroy Redmond Hicks,
best known for his portrayal of Jamie
Overstreet in the movie ''She's Gotta Have It ," spOke to students
Wednesday in a Blackburn seminar
on min"orities in entertainment.
Hick' s lecture took an in-depth
look at the recent history of Afric3.nAmericans in television and movies
and the issue of what still needs to be
done to increase the influence of
minorities io the fiel d .
The actor reminded the audience
that African·American characters in
the 195Qs television comedy , ''Amos
and And y," and the radio show
'' Bul eah ," abo ut a n African American maid, were white actors
portraying African-Americans.
According to Hicks, the characters
, of, ''Amos and Andy '..t.~,,were so
..atereot¥pical of how: ",white.. r;eople
- thou'ght•pf African-Americans, that
the NAJ'tCP threatened to boycott
the sponsors of the show . As a result,
the show was Cancelled. He also added that during the 1950's and ' 60s,
positive role models were scarce on
television.
In the early '70s, HollyWood was
making African-American exploitatio n films. ''Which Way is Up'' and
''Let's Do it Again' ' were among
about 100 of these movies made between 1972 and 1978.
''Films and T. V. are the main in-

fluences of talk and behavior in this
country,'' Hicks said .
Hicks also noted that people reflect
on the characters on T . V. and in
movies by changing their·appearanc<>,
behavior patterns, and manner of
speaking.
''Movies are an illusion and telvision is an idealized realit y," Hicks
said.
In 1965, Cicely Tyson was the first
African-American woman to wear an
afro hairstyle on television.
''I mages are much more pleasing
to the eye than black ink on paper.
Young black men across the country
were wearing long permed hair when
the movie 'Superfly' was released,''
Hicks said .
''The permed hair underlined the
most successful political statement
we've ever had,'' Hicks added refering to the afro.
''For the first time [in the ?OS'] in
T. V ., Afri can -Ameri can people
could see themselves as a family in a
positive way," Hi cks said as he
discussed T . V. sitcoms such as:
'' What's Happerling! ,'' '' The Jeffersons,". ''Sanford and Son'' and
''Good Times.''
''Esther Rolle quit ['Good Times' ]
because they [the producers] would
not let J .J' s character progress as a
man ... He was fool, " Hicks said.
Hicks explained that ''blacks
watch 40 percent more television than
non-blacks in this coii:ntry and the

•
, ·I

•

j

pholo by Paul Famll

•

Tomrl'y Hicks speaks ot Blackburn. i

broadcasting companies know it.
Blacks spend more money than any
other ethnic group in this country and
have nothirrg.
1
''We are petty, jealous of each
.other, cruel to each other, and we
don't love nor support one another .''
••·rhe futu re depends on you, the
black intelligencia. You need to step
up, initiate, and do something about
it [more African-Americans having
positive roles in T .V. and film) .
' 'If you criticize something and not
do anything about it, then your
criticism is null and vo id .'~
see Hicks, page 15

-

By Keith L. Alexander

••

•

I

' The Howard University Gospel Chair, ~ne of several guest artists, performs the opening sang in the
•
benefit concert for the Howard University Center for Sickle Cell Disease, sponsored by H.U.S.A.
~ -------------------~

r---------------------------------------------.
Howard University
University·Wide C1,1lture Committee
•

•

•
'
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by Arrangement with Arthur
presents

-

The producers of ''Eyes on the
Prize'',
a
nationally - known
." ,
· documentary about the Civil Rights .\:
.biOVement, will be releasing a sequel
•
io the television documentary titled
' ''Eyes on the Prize - The Second
Series.''
The two-year old project, which is
expected to ·be co mpleted in
mid-1989, will be focusing on major
figures and events of the 1960s to 80s
like Malcolm X, Muhammad Ali, the
rise of the Black Panther Party, the
cry of. ''Black Power," and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr .
The program, sched uled to air on
Public Broadcast System channels in
January of 1990, was produced by Henry Hampton with ''Eyes On The Prize·· production member
•
Henry Hampton, producer of the
first ''Eyes,'· along with his production company, Blackside Inc.
'' We'll be looking at Dr. King in
a way that most programming has
not ... we' re going to look at the leader
himself,'' Hampton said.
The sequel will also attempt to
track the impact of the civil rights
movement to the present.
''You can't stop the movement at
I %5. The second phase (of the move-·
ment) is much closer to the present.
We have to make the connection bet'ween the first stage (of the movement) to our lives tod~~· ." Hampton
said .
The production budget of the se' quel is $5.1 million for eight
~-minute programs.
Funding for the program was difficult in the beginning but after public
appeals to ' 'friends'' like Bill Cosby
and several corporatio ~ , the
necessary funding was reached.

The Late
Great Ladies
of Blues
UJazz
••

with

300 Am1y /Navy Dr.
Arlington. VA

You ·re also invited to meet represe ntatives from nationwide graduate
business schools at the MBA Forum
from noon to 4p.n1.

-

~.

The
•
All Star

Jazz Band

•

•

Thursday
October 6, 1988

7:30 p.m.

Crampton
Auditorium

These free scn1inars give you practical advice about earning an MBA.
You'll learn abo1,11 tina11cial aid <J.nd adn1ission require111ents. And, best of
all. you'll hear fro111 successful ~BA graduates who will tell you about
potential 111a11agcn1ent careers.

'fhe 1988 Destination l\.1BA Sfminar will be held:
National Clarion Hote l
October 8 9a .r11 . [(J noo11

•

In

Come to Destination MBA.
A seminar for Black and Hispanic
college students and graduates.

HamptOn said he wants to spe~o
two audiences; the African-Amer an
audience and the general public. o
the African-Americans, Hampton
said he wants to show them just how
. powerful and successful the first
movement was .
To the general public, Hampton
said he wants them to understand
that this country was positively
changed through the movement .
see Pnze, page 15

Shafman International Ltd.

Sandra Reaves-Phillips

-

·

•

,,

Hilltop Staff Reporter

1
l

•

pholo by Keilh Donnan

Gospel Fev.er

Second 'Eyes On The Prize' seriesfocus~s on King's leadership
'"

.'

'
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Etcetera
City jazz festival honors' John Coltrane

Pap• 11

••

By DB(ren Price

White sparked enthusiams tha.
carried over to the Roy Haynes
Hilltop Scaff Reporter
Quintet which can only be describCd
The time was right so they played as a polished jazz workshop which
jazz. They played jazz to remember was accompanied by Donald HarJohn Coltrane on his birthday and rison on tenor saxophone, Dave
they played to honor Bil l Harris at Liebman on soprano, and Hamiet
two concerts by the Capital City Jazz - Bluiet on baritone.
Led by Haynes on drums, they
Festival last weekend at Cramton
played the same songs but each had
Auditorium.
Coltrane, a saxophonist who their own interpretation as they had
· revolutionized jazz music in the their solos. Harrison, known as the
l 950's and l 960's, would have been other half Of the Terrance Blanchard62 years old on September 23. It was bonald Harrison Quintet, played in
only fitting that a concert--'' A Love a smooth, but aggressive manner.
Supreme''--featuring the Stanley And Liebman could not control his
Cowell Trio and the Roy Haynes fingers as they jumped up and down
Quartet be held in Coltrane's honor. on his instrument .
But there was more to it than the
Cowell and company began the
musicians blowing their horns;
evening by playing Coltrane compositions such as ''Out of This World'' there was the reminder of Coltrane.
''I believe 'Trane is with u3
and ''Giant Steps' only to be accompanied by accomplished saxophonists tonight," Liebman said during the
..
Gary Thomas; Joe Ford, and An- program.
: The crowd was not only moved by
drew White.
White, who is known as ''the the events of the evening, but so were
keeper'' of Coltrane's music, took the organizers. Karen Spellman,
center stage as he moved the audience president_ of the Capital City Jazz
Festival, Inc., said that the concert
while playing ''Pristine."
'

BAkER's
NEW siNGlE
No. 1

•

l

American musical innovators of our
time," Spellman said. '' He created a
whole new movement that catapulted
us from be-bop to avante garde.''

Howard coed 'fiddles'

•

lll

.' •

By• A ndrea Morehead
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

WEAVER

I

I
I
I

II Capitol
Hlil Cinemas 507 Eight St.
SE 547-1210
I ''Tougher Than Lcather''Fr 5:45, 7:45,
t 9: 4 5,
I Sat/Sun 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11:45
I

''Nightmare on Elm Street 4'' Fr 5:30,
I 7:30, 9:30, 11:30
I
I Sat/Sun 1:45, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 I

I

·

I Ci-lex Odeon Circle A•alon I
: 5612 Connecticut Ave. NW J
I

Sat/Sun 1:00, 2:30, 4:00, 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, I
IO: 00
I

I

Cineplex Ocleon Circle Dupont· 1
1350 19th St. NW 872-9555 I
''A Fish Called Wanda'' (2) Fr 3:15, 5:30,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I 1927FloridaAYeNW387-1314
I ''Tougher Than Leather'' Fr 7:45, 9:45,
1 11 :45 Sat/ Sun 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, l
I 11:45
I
I
I
Cineplex Odean Circle Jenifer
5252 Wisconsin Ave. NW
1
1
• 244-5703
.
I
''Heartbreak Hotel'' Fr 7:30, 9:30
l
Sat/Sun 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
I
''Elvira''
Fr
7:15,
9: 15 I
Sat/Sun 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7: 15: 9:15, I
<
I
Cineplex Odeon Circle MacArthur I
''Powqqatsi'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:40 ..
''Ground Zero'' Fr 7:45, 9:55
~
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3: 10, 5:30, 7:45, 9:55
''Thin Blue Linc'' Fr 7:40, 10:00
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45,10:00

1 4849

I

I

Wisconsin

AvF. NW

I ''Thin Blue Line'' Fr 5:30, ·1:45, 10:00
Sat/ Sun I :00, 3: 15, 5:30, 7:45, 1.0:00
''Ground Zero'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

Yolando Hamiter cradles her violin.
pretty happy to see us. After the performances, they would flood the
stage and ask us for autographs. I felt
like I Was some kind of star," she
added.
Between performances, the orchestra took a break to view famous
Russian sights, such as the Red
Square, Lenin's tomb, the Kremlin,
Gorky Park, and Petrodvorets Park
(Peter 1he Great's entertainment
center).
''Americans are blessed, the experience was one of a lifetime that I
will never forget," she said.
The D. C. Y. Orchestra is now
preparing to tour Brazil nf>Jt summer. And Hamiter can't wait.

The group performed in Kalinin,
Leningrad, Tallinn (the capirol of the
Republic of Estonia), and Moscow.

Cineplex Odeon Circle Tenley
4200 Wisconsin Ave . NW

363-4340

'

''Moon Over Parador'' Fr 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
Sat/Sun I :00, 3:10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
''Running on Empty'' Fr 7:15, 9:45, 12:00
Sat/Sun 2:15, 4:45, _7:15, 9:45 12:00
''Who Framed Roger Rabbit'' Fr 7:00,
9:30,
1-2:00,
Sat/ Sun 2:15, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00

· Cineplex Odean Circle Uptown
: 3426 Connecticut Ave. NW
I

966-5400

1
I

I ''Gorillias in the Mist'' Fr 7:00, 9:45, 12:15 1
I Sat/ Sun 1:30, 4:45, 7:00, 12:15

r

Dear Ardent

Why do many LSAT prep 'experts" keep comparing
themselves to Kapla n in their ads? Because they don't
want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.
If you did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law
stlJdents p1·eparec\at Kaplan than anywhere else. You'd
discover the worldS largest test prep research staff. the
most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive
computerized diagnostic program .
You·d discover that you never have to miss a classeither review lessons w ' ~ h an instructor or with our
I.SAT prep tapes. And tJ :it we'll never close you out of a
course because we can add classes to fill students needs.
You'd discover that our LSAT prep is, and always
has been, guaranleed. And last ly. that Kaplan stude~
are well-represented among those who score the most.
So call. Enroll. You'l l discover just why Kaplan is students' first choice for l.SAT prep-and o ther companies°
first cl1oice for imitat ion.

WARNER BRQI .,, UNWEISAl ~CTUR~ """" GUBEllllEHRS-~ '"""'~~~AllNOlD GUMCHER SIGOORNEY WEAVER "GOJlll1\S ~ TIIE MlSf'M"'"""~""'...,
Bl!ANBROll~ JULIE HARRI! "'W!1UIRTBAIRl1 •C.l -.ll.'ll)O~~GllAYSMAllK .lll&ll'"1jOHN SEAIE,•C.& \lll[!URICKllAXER ~,,PDBOONIXON,.,JIJIYIK!filll .
~lil!1! MAUlllCE )AllllE il\WI~ PrnR GUBEJI ,""JON PITERS ,.,':II\~ DIAN MSEY .~ill~ HAROLD 1.1 HAY~ "'Ii ANNA HAMILlUN lllEL\N ""TAI MUllll!l
Af.t'NA HAMllION PHRAN im:cwARNOLD GUMCHER.soTERENCE a.EGG Dll!crWMICHAflAPTID
llADIBE tnG!TON MlffUN BOOK

..... _...., ""'

II

STANLEY H. IAPLAN EDUCATIONAL UNTll llD.

COMING SEPTEMBER 30TH TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

''Nightmare on Elm S1reet''Fr 7:40, 9:40,
11:40
Sat/Sun 1:40, 3:40, 7:40, 9:40, 11:40
''Moon Over Parador'' Fh:30, 9:30, 11:30
I Sat/Sun 1:30, 3:30, 5:~0, 7:30, 9:30,11:30
I ''Tougher Than Leathcr''Fr 9:40, 11 :50
I Sa1 / Sun
I :40,
5:40,
9:40
I ''Running on Empty'' Fr 7:35, 9:55, 12:10,

I
l
1
I

I
I Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:35, 9:55, 12:10

I

: KB Cinema 5100 Wisconsin Ave

1 NW 636-1875
I ''Tucker'' Fr 7:40, 9:50
I Sat I :20, 3:25, 5:30, 9:50, Sun 4:30, 6:35,

'''°

II ''Memories of Mc''sneak preview Sat 7:50
I
KB Foundry 1055 Thomas Jefferson St NW 337-0094

l

''Betrayed'' Fr 7:30, 9:55,
I.
Sat/Sun 12:25, 2:45, 5:05, 7:30, 9:55
I
''Heartbreak Hotel'' Fr 7:50, 9:50,
Sat/Sun 1:50, 3:50, 5:50, 7:50, 9:50
''Fish Called Wanda'' Fr 7:25, 9:35,
Sat/Sun 12:;55, 3:05, 5:15, 1;25, 9:35
''Ricky and Pete'' Fr 7:45, 9:45
Sat/Sun I :45, 3:45, 7:45, 9:45
''Die Hard'' Fr 7:20, 9:50
Sat/Sun 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50
''Dead Ringer'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

KB

Paris

Ave . NW

5300

Wisconsin
(Mazza Gallorlo)

686-7700
''Sweetheart Dancc''Fr/Sat 1:45, 3:45,
I 5:457:45, 9:45, Sun 2: ~5, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45
I '' Betrayed'' Sat 12: 10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20,

I 9,30
I Sun 4:10, 6:30, 8:50
I ''Big'' Fr/Sat 1:20, 3:20; 5:20, 7:20, 9:20 /
I Sun 2:40, 4:40, 6:40, 8:40
I

•.m I r

---""'""°""'""'

NOW PLAYING IN SELECT AREAS.

NW 293-3152

KB Cerberus 3040 M St. NW
337-1311

JKAPLAN

The Adventure of Dian Fossey

+ L Sts.

''Running on Empty'' Fr 5:30, 7:45, 10.:00,
12:10
•
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:15, '5:30, 7:45, 10:00, 12:10
''Heartbreak Hotel'' Fr 7:30, 9:30, 11:30,
Sat/ Sun I :25, 3:25, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30
''Elvira'' Fr 5:15, 7:25, 9:35, 11:45
Sat/Sun 1:15, 3: 15, 5: 15, 1:25, 9:35, 11:45,
''Moon Over Parador'' Fr 7:40, 9:50, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:40, 9:45, 12:00

Got a problem? Need advice? Write:

r

•

I

I 244-3116

Ask Ardent's advice

•

'

I

I
I
I
: Cineplex _Odeon Circle Outer I

I 23rd

•

•

l

l

When youre the
best in LSAT prep
yougetalotof
free advertising.

I n'Nort.o: ON WO. IW»il!.OOS!TT l ~~Oro. I

7:45, I0:00, 12:00Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30,
1:45, 10:00, 12:00
''Betrayed'' Fr 4: 15, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:45, 4:15, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
''Some Girls'' Fr 5:15, 7:15, 9: 15, 11:15
Sat/ Sun 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15, 11:15
''Dead Ringers'' Fr 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 11:50
''Married to the Mob'' Fr 5:20, 7:30, 9:40,
11 :55

4859 MacAuthur BIYd NW
337-1-700
I

22 I 7 Fourth St., N. W.
Washington. D.C. 20059

!l'l:!l/;'l;.:

j

J Cineplex Odeon Circle Embassy

Howard University

•

966-2600

I
· ''Last Temptation of Chris1 ::c2) Fr 4:00, I
5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10:00
I

c/o The Hilltop Newspaper

°' I

0

I Cineplex Odeon Circle Westend

Some say she went
too far.

1PG·l31Wfltwf -

I

i

''Leningrad was the most
beautiful, but Moscow was the most
exciting," Hamiter remarked.
''The people were grateful that we
came to their country to share our
American version of international
music," she said. "The Russians were

She left everything
she knew and entered a
wor lq few have ever seen.
She risked her life
to save a wondrous creature
from the cruelty of man,
and went further
than anyone ever dared.

•

U.S.S.R .
•

U R NEY

MOVIEDIRECTORY
,

I

see Jazz, page 15

has been -studying music for ten
years, was encouraged to audition for
the orchestra by Elsa Brandt, a
While most students labored at Howard professor of music.
boring _jobs during the summer
Hamiter has been a member of the
break, a second year student in the orchestra for two years.
By Chris Washington
Schriol of Business and Public AdHer experience in the D.C . orSpecial 10 The Hi!J1op
ministration fiddled around in the chestra has been monumental for she
Union of the Soviet Socialist believes D.C. Y.O.'s purpose is two
\\o{ith new musiC bursting onto the
Republic.
fo ld .
scene and summer l1its hanging on by
Yolanda Hamiter, an economics
''(The orchestra's purpose) is to
a string, this week's top ten is a mixmajor from Indianapo lis, is a teach students how to play various
ture
of old and new music.
m~mber of the p redominantly
1
styles of music, as well as giving
1. Anita Baker's ''Giving You The
._ · African-American D.C. Youth Or- students the exposure tq the world by
Best'' on Elektra Records is the first
on MCA. Chalk another one up for chestra (D.C.Y.O) which toured the breading their horizons th rough
single sii1ce the album ''Rapture''. It Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis. ''If It U.S.S.R. August 11 through August travel abroad,'' Hamiter s~id.
'· went to number one just like we Isn't Love'' was an endOf the sum- 25. ,
Although the trip to U.S.S.R. was
predidted. 1Look for it to stay on top mer smoker. ''My Kind ot· Girl'' is
''I didn't really know what to ex- Hamiter's. first venture . outside the
of the chart s for quite sometime.
now on the charts and doing well .·
pect. But I was very excited to go U.S., it was not the 'first international
2. Johnny Kemp's ''Just Got
abroad and perform for the Rus- concert tour for the D.C. Y.0.
Paid'' on Columbia Records keeps
5. Karyn White' s ''The Way You sians,''
Hamiter said.
•
Distinguishing themselves as an
Love ~Jfe'' on Warne.r Brothers was
rolling on. The smash hit from the predicted to be good. From our alThe D.C. Yo11tl1 program provides award-winning group, they have been
summer is still on the charts, but look bum of the week entitled, ''Karyn 5tudents free orchestral training, for invited to perform across the world
for ';1- drop, with all the new music White'', this dance cut is hot and will beginners to the advanced, in the in such countries as Switzerland,
coming out.
move· up the charts.
District of Columbia and surroun- Scotland, South K.o rea, Greece and
3. Salt N' Pepa's ''Shake Your
Thang'' on Next Plateau, the rap6. George Michael's ''Monkey'' on ding suburbs in Maryland and China.
During the U.S.S.R. tour, the orgo-go connection, is alive, well and COiumbia Records. Well, this little Virginia. D.C. Y.0. l.as four orchestras, Preparatory, Elementary, chestra was graciously welcomed by
in the number three position. 1 guess 'Monkey' is still hanging around at
Junior and Youth. The Youth or- the Russians, playing Symphony No.
number six. The human hit machine
we can never get enough of a good " .keeps cranking out the songs, can't
chestra is comprised of the most ad- 8 by Beethoven, 'Cosi fan Tutti'
thing.
"
vanced and talented.
oveture by Wolfgang A. Mozart, and
4. New Edition's ''If It Isn't Love'' see Top-ten, page IS
--1'j~ter, a gifted first violinist who · select ragtimes by ScOlt Joplin. The
orchestra was assisted by associate
conductor, Alfonso Pollard, another
Howard music professor.

s1 I G 0

I
I
I

The liveliness of. the entertainment
carried over to Friday as the Capital
City Jazz Festival payed t ribute to
local jazz and blues artist Bill H arris
for his contribution to music in
Washington. Harris, who has been
playing here since the 1950s -. received the 'Living National Treasures of
Jazz Award' along with Benny Carter
and Roy Haynes on September 22.
''Homecookin' Revisited'' was the
theme for the evening as Harris let
the audience know that he could still
play with fire despite his illness; he
has cancer of the pancreas.
''Before I start,'' he said jokingly, ''let me play you something from
my country."
With ease and grace Harris played
a tune entitled 'Malegenia' . H e then
moved the audience with his closing
rendition of 'The Way We Were' and
they showed their approyal with a
standing ovation.
For the past few weeks, Harris has
been receiving nothing but praise
fo:-om people like Rep. John Conyers

The Stanley Cowell Trio plays at the Capitol City Jazz Festival.
will probably ''go down as one of the
top concerts in the Capital City Jazz
Festival's history."
''Coltrane was one of the great

~- -----~-- -----

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

244-1456

770-3444

W11He Fllnt ..... Jrd floor

, .

I
I
/ Senator Th1ater 3950 Mlnnesobl I

I A••· 389.3038

I

I ''Die Hard'' Fr 5:20, 9: 15,
I Sat/Sun 1:30, 5:20, 9:15
I ''Action Jackson'' Fr 7:40

I
1
1

L--------~-------1
\.
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Sports
Howard -oses on dog day afternoon, 21-13
•

ZAck
BURGESS
Let's play in
the front office too
How
many
AfricanAmericans own major football,
, baseball,
or
basket.ball

.franchises?
None. That's right, not one.
AndJ what does it mean to
African-American athletes?
You tell me, because I'm
starting to assume it's the
BMW, Jaguar, and millions of
dollars that matters.
Not the dema·ncts that could
be made to put AfricanAmerican's in leadership
positon'.s through'Out the
leagues.
·
African-American's athletes
for the past several years have
been the back bone of major
sports, with the exception of
baseball.
All the while, the white man
has established an economic
monopoly on professional
sports, and left the AfricanAmerican athlete in a world of
make believe.
They have become mere
pawns 'in a billion dollar in·
· dustry that could not survive
without them.
The
African 1 American
ath lete makes his hundreds of
thousands of dollars, while the
multi·millionaire white owner
capitalizes on his talents, draw·
ing standing·room·only crowds .
that pay top dollar to see the
team play.
Did you know that in order
to be become an owner of a ma·
jor sports franchise you must
first be approved by the owners
within that league.
Now isn't that quite
hysterical. Sounds like the Klu
Klux Klan, or some sort of
white supremist group to me,
that says use the ''NIGGER''
for what he's worth.
Just to think, what's it to
them to give up a few millions
in salaries when their making
billions from the gate (ticket
sales and concessions).
But
African·American
athletes, on the other hand,
want to spend instead of save.
Why can't the African·
American athlete think iii terms
of saving their money to buy
one franchise as former player
and coach of the Philadelphia
76er's Billy Cunningham (who
is white) did, when he became
a part owner of the Miami
Heat, professional basketball's
newest expansion team.
•

I imagine that it can't be ea6y
when the league shuts a person
out, and former players can't
find a bank to support them in
their investments .
If enough African·American
athletes came together and
demanded more African
American' s be put in
managerial positions (I'm not ,.
talking about the great desk
jobs with the big titles, such as
vice-president of sanitation,
stationary, or the hot dog
stands}, then maybe someone
would listen.
But, then maybe not,
because excuses are always a
great part of a man's life if he
wishes not to do ' something.
·1 just hope and pray, excuses
do not become the African·
American athletes plight.
We don't have enough
money .
We don 't have the prope
representation .
We don't have the know how
. We don't feel as though we
can do it .

,
•

,
•

All these things can be an
easy way to bailing out .
But, as professional athletes
you have a responsibility to
yourselves, and an entire race
that looks up to you.
Young African·American
children should be able to say
Michael Jordan owns the
Chicago Bulls, and I want to be
just like him.
Wouldn't it be great to see
more blacks in fiscal affairs,
and on the receiving end.of the
great amount of money
generated by profes·s ional
sports. I think so.
The only way this dream can
be achieved is through the black
professional athlete, because he
is the closest to the driver's s~at
of the many franchises ar,aund
the nation that need him in
order to survive.

By Zack Burgess
Hillt•1P Slaff RePorter

Inconsistent play from the defen·
sive squad finally haunted the Bison
football team when the offense was.
not able to take up the weekly 'slack',
as the South Carolina State Bulldogs
upset Howard 21·13 Saturday at the
Orangeburg, S.C. campus ..
''This was the type of game that
puts tears into everyone's eyes,
because there was no way we were
suppose to be beaten by them," foot·
ball team graduate assistant Maurice
Foxworth said. ''Now we just have
to regroup, and beat everyone con·
vincingly.''
Howard ended a nine·game winn·
ing streak, and may have forfeited
it's t::hances at a NCAA Division-IAA
--at·large playoff bid. After being tied
for 13th in last week's Division·IAA
poll, the Bison no longer appear .
They dropped from first to fourth in
the Sheridan Poll as well.

"Put it this way, our backs
are against the wall, and
we 've got to come out
fighting. "
-

photo by Keith Leadbetter

Lee Dubose

A cheerleader feefi the suprising
Bison loss.
Howard •....••...••.•...O 7 O 6 - 13
S.C. State •.. .........•• 7 7 O 7. 21

''We knew we couldn't afford to
lose, because we were afraid
something like this would happen,"
tight end Jimmie Johnson said. ''But,
you know what? Those polls don't
mean a thing to me, because I know
how good this football team is, and
anyhow how many teams in college
football go undefeated? Not many ."

The Bison record dropped to 3-1
this season, l -1 in the MEAC, while
S.C. State's record improved to 1· 2,
l·l in the conference.
South Carolina State holds a 14.3
record over Howard teams, and had
not lost to the Bison in 13 consecutive
games before last year, losing 31·22.
The Bison have not defeated the
Bulldogs in Orangeburg since 1973 .
Although the Bison were averagi11g;
514.7 yards and 4( pbints per game,
this just would not be their day a~ a

•
Howard/ S.C. State
Finl downs .................. 14/ 25
Ru s~es ................... 34-141155-211
Passini yards ............... 121 1 250
Relum yards ................. 11/ 6 ·
Passlng ................. 5-15·1/ 16-21-1
PuntS-lll'erage ............ 5-36/ 3-39
Fumbles-lost ................ 1-1 I 0-0
Penalties-yards .......... 5-55/ 13-110
Time or Possession ........ 22 :03/ 37 :57

photo by Keith Leadbelter

·railback Fred Killings is stopped by Bulldog tackle in what would be a· frustrating 64-yard day.
tough Bulldog defense stiOed their
explosive offer.se, holding them to a
mere 262 yards total offense.
''They just outplayed us . We've
got to learn how to improve our pass
rush up front, and our secondary has
just got to be there to cover the ball,' '
head coach Willie Jeffries said .
''Every week our offense is not go-

MEAC STANDINGS
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference

' ng to score 35·40 points a game. We
.. st didn't execute well defensively,
1
and offensively.''
Fred Killings entered thC game
averaging a 181 yards rust:iin~ per
game, but this day it just wouldn't
happen. The Bulldog defense shut
him down, as he averaged a mediocre
64 yards. Lee Debose's passiiig attack
'vas shut down as well. He was five

'
By Molette
Pendleton

Hilltop Staff Reporters

Overall

Flori<!a
A&M University
•

I 0O

2-1-0

Howard University

I I 0

3 I 0

North Carolina A&T

I I 0

220

Bethune Cookman College I I 0

1-3-0

South Carolina State

I I 0

I 20

Deleware State

020

030

Morgan State

0 20

040

PASSING
Howard : Debose 5-15-1. 121 yards.
S.C . State: G1~ore 15-20-1. 195, Sollers 1-1-0.
55.
RECEIVING
Howard: Faison 3·99, Javis 1-10, Mock 1-12.
S.C. State: Montgomery 3-46. Sm11h 2-30. Whitley
3-77, Rouse 2-37, Darby 2-15. Dubose 4-45.

Athletes appl~ud drug testjng ·policy
and Shrona Foreman

WLT

for 15 for 121 yards.
''We know what we're faced
against at this point, because of what
happened last season, but now it
makes it even harder, because we
know the NCAA has no problems
passing us up,'' Debose said. ''Put it
this way, ollr backs are against the
wall, and we've got to come out
fighting .''

RUSHING
Howard: Killings 12-64, Debose 6-monus-29. Sc:ott
3-9, Carpenter 7-29, Mock 6-68 .
S.C. State: Gilmore JO-minus 26. Dubose 9-55.
Darby 19-118, Norris 10-46, Wh111ey 6-19, Sollers
1-minus 1.

The drug testing administered by
the Howard University Health Ser·
vices has become a regular pan of the
physical examinations that all athletes
must undergo. How do Howard
atl1letes feel about these tests? Is it an
invasion of privacy?
Almost 80 percent of the athletes
surveyed were in favor of the drug
testing .
'' I have no problem with taking the
drug test. It is something that has to
be done. The drug testing is handled
very professionally here at Howard.
It is very discrete. Everything is confidential,'' said Charles Lamback,
wide receiver for the Bison football

Clint RamseY, a running back for
the Bison football team said, ''It [the
drug test] shows a lot of the athletes
on our team do not use drugs."
In spite of the fact that someone
must be present to witnees the urine
sampling, almost 90 percent of the
athletes agreed that the drug testing
is necessary . ''The drug test is un·
comfortable , but it has to be done
that way . People look uo to us . It is
important that we stay straight," said
Anthony Goliday, offensive.
Uary Brown, a sophomore on the
wrestling team said, ''I have no trou·
ble taking the drug test, but it is an
inconvenience. I do not feel that
athle.tes should be singled out in the
H oward student body. Athletes are
1

a minority on campus. Other
students, our future doctors and
lawyers should be required to take the
drug test also. We all represent
Howard.''
According to Athleic Director,
William P. Moultrie, Howard' s
athletes do not have a drug problem.
'' Howard University athletes are
smaner than that. They are intelligent
and perceptive," he said.
Although the university reserves
the right to administer random drug
sampling, the test is only given once
a year.
''Since we do not see any reason to
do that,'' said Moultrie.
According to Moultrie, the yearly
drug .tesying is mandatory. ''on our
present set-up any athlete wh'O refuses
to take the test cannot play.''

~1.U.S.A
HQ\\1 ARD U!"il\ ' EJ~SITY
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DISO'I FOOTDALL EXPRESS

•

BLACK
SHERIDAN
POLL
l. Central State University

Sponsore9

Div. I-AA FOOTBALL '

'
H0\\1AltD t:l\l\' ERSITY 'sTUDE!'\T .4-SSOCIA'l'IO:\'

1. North Texas

Octob~r

2. Appalachian State
3. Marshall
photo by Ke lb

4. Western Illinois
tie New Hampshire

b)'

15, 1988

Petersburg. Virginia

HU students $?5.00
General Admi ss ion £35.00

adbelter

R-eceiver John Javis catches a pass.

price includes: roundtrip bus 1ranspor1aion and £a:Tle ticket.

2. Jackson State

6. Montana

3. Winston.Salem Stat~

7. Middle Tennessee
Package

4. Howard University

8. Lafayette
9. N'east Louisiana

Buses \\'ill depart campus .:it 9:30 am Oc1obcr 15th and return
immcdiatly after the game.
For more information. call the HUSA office at 636-7007.

6. Gramblin.11; State

IO. Nevada Reno
I I. Georgia Southern

7. Floric;la A&M

I2. Idaho
tie William and Mary

Ll\IITED SEATS. SO HURRY !!!

•

5. N.C. Central

is

no!

Cash

transferable!!~

on !~·.

no refunds.

14. W. Kentucky
8. Albany State
9. (Bowie· State
'

10. Southern University

Tickets at CRAMTON BOX OFF I CE

15 . Furman
16. Connecticut
. 17. McNeese State

Linebacker Kevin Rowley levels

18. Jackson State
19. Boise State
20. E. Kentucky

an S.C. State player.
photo by Keith Lead better
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ANd collEGE TO Apply!
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BUBBLES

Shooting
continued from page 2

''To which the policeman 's response
was; 'Do yo.u want some? Do you
want to fight the police?''.
I
Baraka claims hiS-arrest came after an altercation began between he
and a policeman who insulted and
physically pushed him.
''I think they were irresponsible,''
said Baraka of police action. I
couldn't understnd why they were ·
doing this ... It was like Something out
''We are definitley against drug of a 1960s protest rally. The only exlegalization. We've seen at this time planation I could figure out was that
no studies to change our opinlon," they deal with the teenagers who sell
said John Keith of the DEA. ''As a drugs on the corner. They just grew
matter of fact, we're finding that angry when intelligent black men
drugs such as cocaine, are more dan- questioned their authority,'' he said.
gerous than we believed a few years
Officer Shannon Cockett of the
ago.''
.
Public Inforniation branch of the
Denice Ford, program directo_r of police department said the matter has
~
the Howard University Drug Eai,tca- been officially closed.
tion and Prevention Program agreed.
''When the arrested paities paid
members wasrwhether he was con- ''I think legalization is absurd and a their bonds, they, in essence; admitted to the charges," said Cockett.
cerned about an increase in drug type of cop-out, ''she said.
''I believe the long lasting effects ''As a result, we have closed the
abuser if legalization were to occur.
''I'm very concerned about the would be another group of people case,'' he said.
Conflicts betwen Howard Univerproliferation of drug users, but I experimenting with drugs because
think that it is goiflg to continue un- they would become more available. sity students and area youths are not
der our existing approach to this A lot of people have the mentality new to the community .
that if it's legal it's O.K. So there
On Aug. 30, two days after classproblem,'' Schmoke responded.
would
be
a
lot
more
people
exes began this semester, two Carver
He added, ''I think that we have a
Hall residents were involved in an albetter chance of reducing the num- perimenting.''
Proponents argue that a decrease tercation with neighborhood
ber of users if we go to a decriminalin crime, taking the profit out of the teenagers. One of the students,
ized mode."
,
Marijuana, heroin and cocaine are drug trade for criminals and helping Richard Byers, was later treated at
some of the drugs that Schmoke is those that are now addicted by slow- the Howard University Hospital for
pushing for legalization. Under his ly ''weening'' them off of drugs will injuries he recieved in the melee.
Dr. Austin Lane, dean of Special
proposed plan, these drugs would be be among the benefits of legaliz.ation.
While
opponnets
argue
that
legaliStudent Services at Howard~ said
administered to drug addicts by
licensed physicians unde!- a controlled zation will condone drug use, in- animousity has existed between stu:rease the number of addicts and dents and area youths for more thai1
setting.
Schmoke drew the line at ''mind make drugs more accessible to the 30 years. In 1958, when Lane was a
student at Howard, he said that ranaltering drugs'' such as LSD and :ountry's youth.
Although there appears to be no dom violence was as prevalent then
'PCP. Crack, a highly addictive
derivative of cocaine, is another drug :!ear cut solution, panelists said as it is today.
must
be
done.
'' I think it's the typicl problem bethat.he is not considering for Iegali- ;omething
''If I asked most people the ques- tween the haves and the have· nots,''
zat1on.
''My approach would be to :ion, 'Have we won the war on said Lane. ''My feelings are that, in
decriminalize certain substances at jrugs? ,' most people would say no. order to improve the relationship bethis time, and then determine, based 'Are current strategies winning?' No. tween the two parties, we must
on their potential for .harm, how the 'Is doing more of the same going to include some of the neighborhood
kids in on-campus activity ." This way,
country should regulate t'. ose sub- .vin?' No," Schmoke said.
''I think there are a lot of people a line of communication is opened.''
stances," he said.
At one time, Lane was the dormiThe Drug Enforcement Adminis- that want to open up the debate to
tration is one of the many opponents considering alternatives, and, I think tory director for both Slowe and
of Schmoke and his proposition con- this is one alternative that would lead Carver Halls, two areas where vioto a better country ,'' he added.
lence has been common in ·recent
cerning drug reform.
'
years .
•
''I told the residents to always
According to DeShields, the voter speak and be civil,'' Lane explained.
positive,' ' DeSheilds said. ''I'm get- turnout was not as high as it should
''This way the kids . don't feel
ting a Jot of people to go to the polls. have
looked down upon. Many of these
been.
I can't help but keep thinking that l
''The voter turnout is definitely not kids still look at this area·as their turf
hope students put me in office or it adequate,'' said Deshields. We'ri::: and Howard students as intruders. ·
will be detrimental,'' he said.
having problems with communica··
''Good public relations is what is
According to DeShields, he has tions with all of these flyer~: neede'd, 1 ' ' sliid F,ield Operations
held a lot of posit·ions: but he does sometimes people forget even if the)' Officer Capt. <:'1mmuel A. Singleton,
not think that that should be thrown , take the time to read a flyer,'' saiCl Sr. of the Ho ard University Secuin someone's face all the time. He LeShields.
rity Division.
believes that when one uses that tac''The students can't fence themTwo objectives which are of to~>
tic he may be trying to build up a priority for DeShields are to name th<: selves in and have these jl1veniles
graduate housing complex after Dr.
standing on the outside looking in,"
resume.
In lieu of the controversy follow- Martin Luther King Jr. and to wor}: said Singleton. ''In the past, students
ing last year's LASC election in with area high school students ir1
in Carver and Slowe used to have a
which the opposition, this year's educational
programs .
block party for these kids.
council is operating on an open door
''In the days that the football team
' 'As a black university, I real!)'
policy.
think it is a shame that Howard doe!; was was not winning, we used to go
''We are striving to create a more not have a single building namecl
into the community and invite these
positive image of our council. We after Dr. King ."
kids to fill the stadium. On
have nothing to hided. We encourage
''Black students in area parochial
homecomings we still go into the
students to feel free to approach us," schools have a black Studen t
community with permission slips for
said Charlene Warner, election com- Alliance. The students network witt1
parents to sign so that their kids may
mittee
representative. each; other in differente schools. I
participate in some of the activities
''The best thing that a president would like to see Howard students gc>
for the youths. The swimming Pool,
can bring to the council is efficien- in and share th'eir experiences; that
track and field facilities and even free
cy,'' stated Brian Watkins, executive we know what it feels like to come
lunches should be opened up to some
chief of state. The council is as from a broken home or to go hungry .
of these kids. It may cost the Univercohesive as it really is going to get. I want them to know that we unders··
sity $25,000 but it could save them
Perhaps, the president can make it tand because many of us went to
even more in dormitory repairs, in·
more cohesive on a social level," said predominantly white schools also,''
juries, and students choosing schools
other than Howard due to the hostile
Watkins.
stated DeShields.
climate,'' he said.
The emphasis toward better community relations seems to be a feeling shared by many of the parties
involved. Because Howard students
are perceived as elitist by their lessc-f
fortunate counterparts, according to
Lane, they have been locked out of
11111"aHfyittgtc-n,
21107~
the social activities the campus provides and a natural animousity has
occured.
As a result, he said, the teenagers
lash out in the only manner they feel
is open to them • violence. And students, feeling frustration about being
the attention of so much hostility,
fight back using the same meatls, said ·
Lane.
You can gain valuable experience and earn

Also, REPORT ON THE NEWS IN
YOUR SCHOOL!!! TltE HillTop is iNTERESTEd iN ltiRiNG scltool CORRESpoNdENTS
TO iNfORM us of spEciAl EVENTS ANd pEoplE
WE sltould kNOW AbOUT. foR dETAils CAll
616-6866,6 7 ,68.
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position
is that we be tougher on sellers, and
users should be subject to jail but
first given the opportunity for rehabilitation," he said, adding that
''Legalization is a bad idea and it
should not be employed in this
country.''
In a statement released before the
hearing, Rangel, one of the main op-

ponents of legalization, offered his
opinion 6f what society might be like
if drug legalization became a reality.

1

''Will you be able to take a 'coke

break' during lunch on the job? Will
the pilot flying you from New York
to Los Angeles be fresh from a cocaine high the day before? Will the
man powering the 18-wheeler that
whizzes by you on the interstate pull
out his Stash halfway down the road
and collide with you?''
..
Throughout the hearing, the spotlight remained focused on Schmoke
as he attempted to explain and justify hiS positiQn. One of the many
1
questions
he was asked by panel

Take this opportunity
to get a head start on an
excellent career opportunity.

,

'
THE
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
OF KANSAS CITY
is seeking
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
Analysts
and
Spring or Summer Interns

IJASC

Qualified analyst candidates should receive a business-related
or liberal ans ·degree this fall or next spring and be interested
in working towards a generalist n1anagement position.
Our internship program is designed to provide college juniors,
seniors, and graduate studCnts with professional experience
in a business environment and the opportunity. to evaluate
us as a potential employer.
Good oral and written communications skil ls. strong
analytical and leadership ability, creativity and initiative arc
essential to both the analyst and intern positions.
We will be interviewing at your campus placement office on:

•

continued from page 1

perspective to the council. As presi ·
dent, I want to be a part of the equation, not a separate entity,'' Jones
said.
DeShields also wants to unite the
council.
''I hope that I win because the
council is good this year. [The council] needs someone as that is not going to divide the_ council per se,"
stated DeShields.
''I hope that people vote for me.
I feel a little nervous, but I'm still

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1988
For more information. please contact your placement offi ce or:
'
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas
City
Attention: Personnel
925 Grand Avenue
Kansas City. Missouri 64198

•

.'

-

(816) 881 -2463
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•

Then l(l1 in on the i:rourod Door in our undergr.Wuate officer
• Juniors earn more than Sl900 during one ten·\\t't'k
conu11i.-..;1<1ning progr.un. ' 'ou could siarc planningoo a career
wmnJCr session
like the lllt'!l in this ad ha\·e. :\nd also hail' some great
•You can tike free cililian Dying lessons
W.:11t:lgt'S like:
• ' 'ou're commissioned upoo gr.Wuation
• t::irr11nit S100 a month during the school ye-.i.r
If )'Otfre looking to ll'IO\l' up qwc~·. look into the ,'.tarine Corps
• ..\S ~ freshman or sophomore,
~--------'----''--~ urodergraduate officer commission·

youcould compleceyourhasic train·
ing during l\\u si.~·\\l'l'k summer
sessions and l.".U-n more than SI 100

''""' ""' =~"

*nm·nve
up quickly/'

IIL.-(
ffi1Jj IV
1

•

U

.,

ingprogram.,'oucould ~
start off making more
than 518,000 a rear.

11<relooldng&akwgoa1"""

0be 3Rt99~ }.N~tio~~ i~nk
II.<!!.

PART-TIME JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

-

r

For more information call us .a t 835-6425
on any TUESDAY or THURSDAY afternoon between 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm.

•

' Call Capt. Rodenbeck collect
at 301-436-2006. ~~~~~~~..t.
..........................

,

I

extra money by working on FRIDAYS only
as a P & R TELLER at The Riggs National
Bank. We have openings at 'the following
branches:
PARK ROAD: 3300 14th St., NW
SEVENTH ST.: 833 7th St.,NW
F & M: 1201 Wisconsin Ave.,NW
FEDERAL TRIANGLE: 1201 Penn.
Ave.,NW
We are. seeking applications with cash
handling experience, excellent customer
service skills, and a mathematical aptitude.
Training will be provided for qualified
candidates.

•

•

RIGGS

•

•

•

Rangel
continued from page 2
,

•

''It is so frustrating that some of
our most outstanding peop_le are say·
ing 'why don't we just legalize
drugs ?'
. ... not on your l"f
1 e, " . SaJ.'d
Rangel. ''I'm encouraging our kids
to go to Howard, not to the
hospital.''
In defense of his oppostion to drug
legalization, the.congressman raised
several questions on the feasibility 'o f
lawful drugs . Among other things, he
questioned age requirements, issuing
limitations, and the availability of
drugs.
Rangel stated that the very answers
~o these questions would put the issue
of drug legalization to rest once and
·for all.
He also urged Howard students to
strive to make life better for the
generations to follow .

•

;
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•

•
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HOMECOMING I988
.
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•

Within today's society, the black race has been made to be suppress~d, oppressed and depressed. Society in schools, and at work, has brainwashed our
people into, not only thinking, but beliveing they are inferior. Despite all of
the negatives, we as a people have continued to trod on. When society considered 5 blacks to be equal to 3 whites, the 3/5 rule: we continued to trod
on. When society selects to promote an Asian business rather than a black
business, we continue to trod on·.

I•

•

••

We, as a black race, should not be looked upon as a grain of sand or a
flake of snow to be easily blown in the wind, but rather a volcanic mountain
that erupts with a high magnitude of intensity to anything that stands in our
main o·bjective; TOTAL FREEDOM!!! Just as a volcano never ceases its upward motion, as the black race we have never ceased ours. Through all the
obstacles that have kept us suppressed both mentally and physically, we see
it necessary for a Homecoming theme to exemplify what our race has gone
through; that theme being:
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co ntinued from page 10

•

Prize

Anyone interested in the following paid
positions: TYPESETTER, COPY . EDITOR,
LAYOUT ASSISTANT, HEALTH EDITOR,
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR . or GENERAL
ASSISTANT, shoul.d stop by the office
immediately or call 636-6866 ~

'

American university that heJi.as lectured at .
,Presently, filmmake'r Robert
Townsend is working on a screenplay
written by Hicks about the fi rst
African·American filmmaker C--alled,
''The Story of Oscar Micheaux:''
Hicks also stated that fi lmmaker
Spike Lee has just finished making a
film about an Italian pizza parlor in
an African-American neighborhood.
The movie is called ''Do the Right
Thing," and is scheduled fo r release
this spring .
'' If you are honest with yourself,
a postive fo rce can·not be denied. If
you are centered and know who you
are, you can accomplish anything you
Nant." Hicks said.

Hicks, who was born in Gary, Indiana, holds a bachelor's degree in
professional theatre fro m Indiana
State University. His acting career included playing characters in the first
nationwide African-American radio
soap opera, ''Sounds Of The City''
•
and the fi rst acapella musical in the
United States, ''Seasons Reasons."
He was also nominated for a Black
Theatre Audelco Award for Best
•
Actor.
Hicks has toured internationally
playing cities in Israel, Germany and
Holland as Malcolm X in the stage
play, ''The King Trilogy.''
•
Terry Samuels, Assistant Director
for Programs at H oward, is in charge
continued from page 10
of organizing the University Center's
lecture series. He was also responsi·
Pho10 by DaYid Embden
The documentary will be pieced
ble for the seminar featuring actor
Jimmy Walker at Blackburn on Sept. together with actual footage, narra- Anita Baker brings joy to audience.
tions, original film, and interviews.
14.
Coming soon to Howard is former
According to Hampton, the dollar
NFL football player, Mercury Mor· figures represent the validity and acris, who played for the Miami curfiCY of the projec1 .
Dolphins. Morris' career ended after
his conviction for possession of
'' We have to use libraries, network
cocaine.
footage, and actual pieces that peoco ntinued from page IO
Some of H ick's past lecture sites ple o':"'n· We have to pay for these,"
have been at Pu-rdue University, In· he said.
diana State University, University Of
late entrance th rough a long line o-f
Maryland, and California . State - - - - - - - - - - - - green light to a black stage. The
University. Hicks said that Howard
velvet·voiced singer and his backup
was the first historically African·
- si ngers of two women and one man
•
\vere clad in glittery silver and black
outfits. The crowd cl'ianted ''Lou ,
'
continued from page 11 Lou ' ' as the singer stepped upon the
double tiered stage.
' 'We're gonna start right from the
beginnirig," said Vandross to the
(D·Michigan), fellow jazz musicians, frenzied audience as he begin to sing
and music lovers alike and that has ''Never Too Much' ' from his premier
Mail Order For m: EAL Student· Saver Book, PO. Box 1154' C harlotte. NC"28220-1547
continued.
album of the same title.
Kenny
Burrell,
one
of
America's
Please send
_Student ·Sa'.•er Book(s) '·'' !lh !O ll1gl11 col1pons per book, each coupon good for one· '::a:.· Sht.tt l"' !lic1!1t
''So Amazing'' from the album
premier
guitarist,
said
Harris
''is
an
bet•11een Ne\'/ Yori: Und Boston or Ne\',• Yor~: a11d \}/ash1r1gton . o_c_ Cost: '38J per book ·rot(ll Cos1- ~''Give Me the Reason'' set a roman·
in~piration to others. He deserves a tjc mood. Vandross also did a cover
CH ARGE TO
MAIL BOOKS TO:
,•
lot more credit than he has gotten.'' of ''Lover Won't Let Me Wait'' for
'' He 's a victim of the music in· his upcoming album which he pepNa1ne
S1t1der1t Jl/c1tr1t>
dustry," he said ," A lot of times the pered
with
his
trademark ·
1
Credit Cord_
Cfitx.:~ Dor r-l0 11t.•'," Orrler D &:!1001
.":it•1c\, '111 ! : "
music industry will cater to a younger 'wooooooos.'
Credit
Exp
player and the older guy will be
''Superstar,'' his new hit ''Any
Card No.
D<:11.,,
; ,dcir.. s s - - - - - - - - - - --;--·
forgotten about. I don't think that's Love,'' and ''A Hou se is Not a
right."
Home ,' 'got massive audience
Card holder S1gnot<1re
The Kenny Burrell Guitar Band response. His new songs, however,
continued with the same enthusiasm appeared to be less popular with the
TelephoneNl1rnber {
C11-,,
S1,:1
_
•. if
as did Harris by entertaining the au. crowd. These tunes were good, bur
dience by playing blues and jazz . The chey had not had a chance to grow
Hank Crawford/J immy McGriff on the ears of the listeners.
Quartet followed with their unique
Vandross closed hi s superbly
sounds which is a combinat ion of the choreographed show with ''Stop to
blues and church music. The au. Love.''
dience was treated to tunes such as
''One O'Clock Jump'' and
''Everything Must Change'' as
McGriff played both the organ and
•
the piano at the ~same time and
Crawford played tenor saxophone.
Although there were top notch jazz
musicians performing at the concert,
co ntinued from page 11
only a hand full of H oward students
attended which was disappointing to wait until his next hit .
some observers and participants of
the event.
7. Loose End's ''Watching You''
''Jazz is an art form that comes out on MCA . Looks like the Loose Ends
•
of the African experience; you would tied the knot in tITTte to hold onto to
expect more students to be here, be- the number seven position this week.
ing that Howard is a black institu- The native London trio keeps rolling
tion,'' said Donald Harrison. ''If and to think they use to be ''Hang·
we don't support our heritage, then ing On A String''·
we can't scream and hollar \\ihen it 's
8. Keith Sweat's ' ' Make It Last
taken away .' '
Forever''on Elektra is number eight __
this week. ''Make It Last Forever''
The Capitol City Jazz Festival will is the latest entry on the music scene
continue as the college jazz ensembles from Sweat. It is doing well, but on
play, for free, on October 1 at the the down sw ing now.
University of the District of Colum9. G.U.Y.'s ''Groove Me'' on
bia. Some of the jazz bands par- MCA is a solid number nine.
ticipating are from Howard, UDC, ''Groove Me' ' is one of the top songs
Rutgers, Hampton Universities, and and is still in many stations rotations.
Spellman College. There will be a ' Round' and 'Round' is their latest
jazz market place at which vendors single from the LP ''G.U.Y." and
wi ll · be selling pictures, paintings, with Teddy Riley behind it, possible
books, records and other novelties. producer of the year, it should go top
The festival will end with a concert ten.
at George Washington University's · IO. Big Daddy Kane 's ''Ain't No
Lisner Auditorium on Saturday. Geri 1/ 2 Stepping'' on Cold Chi llin has
Allen Octet, the Henry Threadgill stepped his way to number ten. GoSextet, Henry Butler Quartet featur- ing down the charts, it st ill had
ing Alvin Batiste and Orchestre Na- enough to hold on. It will pr.o bably •
tional de Jazz (France) are expected fall in charts, but ''Set It Off'' should
to pla:y.
take its place.

NEEDS YOU !!!
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A D Will prove that you'.re actually learning something
in college. Save even more than the 50% off the
regular shuttle fare of $99 each way.

B D Will prove that your only interest in life is not just

spending their money. You now get 10 trips for the
price of 8. Thats o;nly $36 each way.

C D Will prove that contrary to what they believe, you
really do want to come home. Bren though when
you join OnePass~M ~u'.re on your way to free
travel across the coLlntry and across the world.

I

••
'

I

All of the above.

\

I

Mail in the a .b ove coupon or pur. chase your discount book at any
Eastern Ticket Office or at the airport.
Call your Travel Agent or Eastern
Airlines for details.
•

Join OnePass And Earn Free Thlvel.
Sign-up for Easterris frequent flyer
program, OnePass, the worlds fastest
way to earn free travel, and get
2,500 miles to start off. Now
through 12/31/88, you get 2,000
. OnePass miles every time you
fly the Air-Shuttle. A1 that rate,

if you use your entire book by finals
week you'll have earned over 20,000
miles, enough for a free ticket for Spring
,break or a vacation to anywhere
Eastern flies in the continental U.S. It's
easy to sign up, call 1-800-EASTERN
and you're a member instantly.
The Eastern Air-Shuttle
Student-Saver Book. Its probably one
of the most rewarding bboks
you'll ever use in college.

Our 'clients expect to work with
the best information systems
specialists in the business ...
... and we don't let them down.
American Management Sy•tenu, Inc. 16 one of the nation'•
leading nr,.. In applying computer and 1Ylle1111 ·
engineering technology to aolDe complex manaaement
problem.1 of large organbalioru. Our headquarter1 la in
Wtuhington, D.C. with offlce• in Chicago, New Yo1*,
Denur, San FranciM:o, Houaton, Loa Angele•,
and Saraaota.
We are looking for innooalioe p«Jple to dulgn, develop,
and Implement 1yatema for our client•. All Information
Sy•tenu and l:omputer Science •tudent• along with
other lnteruted •tudent1 are lnolted to lnteroiew with
AMS on campua

October 18
<:ontact your Career Placement Offlu or und a rt.IWne to
Eric Schlulnger, Director l:olleft Relat/0111, AMS,
1777 North Kent Street, Arlington, YA 22209.

Ages 18-24 only. Travel valid 9/6/88 thro ugh
6/25/89. Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.: all day Saturday; Sunday from
9 a.m . to 2 p.m. C} 1988 Easte rn Air Lines, Inc.
j

EASTERN
•

THE SHUTTLE"'''

•

I

•

i

•
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Announcements
Baptist Student
Unfon ipvites you to attend our weekly
fellows~ip on Wednesdays from 5-6pm
in the asement of Ronkin Chapel.

.. 5 WEEKS AT HOWARD ..
You ore invited to celebrate ''S Weeks
at Howard'' with the Noonday Prayer
Christion Fellowship. The place of
celebration is ''The Punchout'',
Blackburn Center. Friday, September 30,
1988 at 7:00pm. Refreshments con be
purchased from The Punchout.

All sch al clubs and organizations intereste i,n participating in the 1988-1989
Homecoming Parade please submit all
entries /to Roorri J09, Blackburn Center
There J..ill be o m~tirg for oil volunteers
for the 1986-1989 Homecoming Parade
in the Hilltop Lounge, Blackburn Center.
Tuesday. Oct. 4th at 5:00pm. A l! are
welcome.

Attention all U.G.S.A. volunteers!
There will be a meeting held on Tuesdoy, October 4th at 6:00pm in the
Blackburn Forum. II you ore unable to
attend, stop in Rm. 110, Bla:kburn for
details.

CAMPUS PAL

Meeting Sunday, October 9th at 3:00pm PROMPT in the
UpdergroduC?le library Lecture Room

'

'
'

STUDENT COUNCIL

ABRAM

HARRIS ECONOMIC
SOCIETY
cordially invites you to our
MIX AND MINGLE
Hilltop Lounge October 13, 1988
All majors and faculty are welcome!

presents

I

"LA BELLE FEMME"
Miss SBPA Pageant

Fridoy, October 30, 1988
B:OOpm

Blackburn Center Ballroom

I PRE-PHARMACY MEETING
Thursday, October, 6, 1986 Pharmacy
Buildring, Room 207 at 5:00pm.

I
The 1Groduote Student Counc il at H.U.
pre~ents

There w ill be a mandatory H.U.S.A.
Public Relations Volunteer Meeting on
Monday, October 3rd in the Blackburn
Center Forum, from 6:30pm..,8:00pm. A ll
those unable to attend please see Kim
lee in Room 102 Blockburn/636-7007.

'

Dr. Moulono Karenga
The creator of Kwanzaa. Qr." Korenga
will speak on
''The Fundamental Crises in Block Life:
Analysis and Alternatives.,, The event
will be in Cromton Auditorium on
Wednesday, October 5, 1986 at
6:30pm. Admission is $5-Generol Public;
$2-Howard Students. ~
NAACP SPEAKOUT
Blackburn Center
From Bourgeoisie to Boulevard
A purpose of consciousness and prohibit10A of illegal intoxicants Noon October
7. 1988
le~d and Ear and Take o Stand

NAACP
General Body Meeting
October 7, 1988 Douglas Ho ll Room 116
at 6:00pm
Establish Freedom Unity
''Africa for Africans at Heme and
Atlrood''
The Deportment of Philosphy is pleased
to~nnounce a lecture by Professor David
Roel hnik of Iowa State University entitled ''Oedipus The King: The tragedy of
K~owledge," on Friday, September 30,
Fqunders library lecture Holl, from
4:p0-6:00pm.
The Health Professions Club
will hove a meeting on Wednesday, Octdber 12, 1988ot5:30pminLockeHall,
ROOm l 05. A\I ore welcome to attend this
jeeting!

l FREE

ISLAMIC STUDIES COURSE
Every Thursday 7:00pm-9:00pm Room
L4 l-Undergroduote Library September
15, 1988- December l, 1988
Tought By:
Tihe lnternat1onolly Renowned Imam Siroi
Wo.hhoj
All ore invited so come and be
enlightened!

Agenda,
Club shirts, Dues, and Mole Revue.
Students who ore interested in he l pin~
to pion the 19B8-89 Spring Break Trip
please contact Frances Graham at
636·7000.

ll t•"·arcl

Zack, Get well soon.
~ Love," your Hilltop family

MATTINA IMPORTS
Exclusive Contemporary African
Fashions, Arts, Crofts, and Decorative
Baskets at low Prices!
11212 Grandview Avenue Suite 104
Wheaton, MD (301) 949-9770
Coming Soon ....

''The Salute to Block Women''
Dec. 9-11
Sponsored
by
the
Undergraduate Student Assembly. For
further information call Caryn Gay at
636-6918.

There is a Campus Senate Meeting for
all chartered organizations on Tuesday,
oCtober 4th at 6:30pm in the
Undergraduate Library Lecture Room.
Two representatives from each organization ore r_
equired to be present.
H.U.S.A. presents ''The Jesse ~ackson
Condidocy: Was it Worth It?'' on October
6th, at 7pm in t he Blackburn Center
Ballroom. Panelist will be Walter Fauntroy, Lenora Fulani, Amelio Porker,
among others. Admission is Freel
H.U.S.A. contirl'tles the Fall Jazz and
Poetry Series on October 6th from 4-7pm
in the Punchout. Featured artists will Be
The Mork Batson Quartet. Admission is

Free!

l~ugl1c s

PRE-SMOKER
for all interested men
WHEN: Tuesday, October 4, 1968
WHERE: Andrew Rankin Chapel
Howard University
TIME: 7:06 P.M. SHARP!!!
.
PSYCHOTHERAPY
For depression/anxiety, addictions
{eating disorders), relationships/ sexuality, life transitions, stress. Free consultation: GEORGETOWN, Toro-Morie
Linne,LCSW 337-7079
All Illinois Residents
The NEW Chicago Club is having a
meeting:
Dote: Friday, September 30
Time: 5:30pm
Place: Blackburn Auditorium
Become apart of this NEW and pr·ogressive orgor\ ization.
'

MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT! H.U.S.A.
encourages all students to participate in
the upcoming Presidential election. To
assist you, H.U.S.A. will be sponsoring
o voter registration drive October 3rd-7th
on the ground floor of the Blackburn
Center, M&W 1 lom-2pm, T,Th&F
l lam-2 pm. For those students who ore
registered out-of-stoti<, H.U.S.A. will
also have absentee ballot request letters
available. MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT!

.. NIGHTS OVER EGYPT ..
PART II
CABARET
COMING SOON!!!

The College of Fine Arts presents ''The
Colored Museum'' from Sept. 29-30,&
October l, from 4:00-8:00pm in the Environmental Theater Space. Peformonces
start at 7 :30pm and tickets ore available
at Cromton.

Jobs
ZETA PHI BETA
ALPHA CHAPTER
Presents
Stork's Nest '88
We ore accepting donations of baby
clothes, toys, Ond other items to help
needy teens. October 6 and 7 in
Blackburn Center.
REMINDER: Who's Who applications ore
Due in your Deans office on or before
October 3, 1968. No oopplicotions will
not be accepted ofter that . dote.
The Deportment of History
Howard University
cordially invites you to attend the
NINTH ANNUAL LORRAINE A .
WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD PROGRAM
Wednesday, October 5, 1968 at 2:00pm
Speaker
Dr. William H. Horris
President, Texas Sout hern University
Houston, Texas
Theme: ''We the People: The United
Stcltes Constitution as o Dynamic
Document''
Armour J. Blackburn University Center
Auditorium
Howard University, Washington , D.C.
Contact Ron Richardson at 636-7039 .

TYPING

Term papers, reports,
resumes, you name it. R-;:asonable rotes.
Call today. 889-4773.

Rooms for Rent $285-320 and also on
apartment unit in basement with W/0
Privileges for $450.
Coll 68 I ·3897
Room for rent; quiet far studying; shore
kitchen and laundry facilities; Coll evenings at 291-5819.

You ore cordially invited to the Howard
University
Christion
Fellowship
Homecoming Banquet, October 22,
1988, at The Hogotes Restaurant, 800
Water Street, S.W. Washington, D.C.
Beginning promptly at 7 :00pm.
Al l Christian Students, .f",lumni, and
Frrends are osfed to come and make this

-=

~· .

-.

Ho.mecoming

Tickets for this Semi·Formol event ore
$25.00 and must be purchased by October 15th. For additional information
contact:
Rev. Michael C. Worsley
529~5734

232·5918
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$8.00,.. Hour
Port.time Employment
United Parcel ls now accepting applications for p.ort-time package hOndlers for
our Landover facility.

Mon .-Fri. 3-5 hours doily
Start times ovoiloble-6:00pm. 4 :00pm.
and 4:00am
Physically challenging and must be able
to handle packages that weigh up to 70

lbs.

'

Employer paid benefits package
Excellent opportunity for college
students/homemakers •
Those interested should coll Mon.-Fri.
8:30-5:30 for appointment.

341-7677 or 341-7689
EOE/M/F
National Marketing Firm seeks ambitious
Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student to
manage on-campus promotions for top
notional companies this semester. Flexi~
ble hours with earnings potential to
$2,500. Call L1sane or Judy C. al l (800)
592·2121.

,

Personals

DON'T WANT ANOTHER DEAD END
Happy B-Doy Crai'g B!
COLLEGE JOB?
Do something to further the cause of · Even though often I don't know, I did
peace and iustice as well as further know today was your Birthday. Maybe
yourself. Gain political organizing skills I should soy ''H'oppy B·Doy too d.o.m.
with SANE/FREEZE. b citizen's lobby I know '' (smile). Hove o Great Doy!
Love, The Fudge Singers
working for nuclear disarmament, peace
in Central America, and justice in South To Winnie
Africa. Training provided. FT /PT, I love you and I' m proud of you!
perm/temp
positions available. Your Front
1
$5 .20 /hr. Call 544-3929 for interview.
l 4·A-B8
Affirmative Action .
TT BOD
ELECTORAL JOBS- Telefundraise to elect
progressive candidates into office end ta
lobby
for
progressive
issues.
5:30-9:30pm, $8.00/hr., Coll 628-09C.J

For R'ent/Sale

1989 Ct111111t•titio11
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Where
Were
Yo'u?
You heard tf1e same thing all summer
long: Garbage near our oceon_s,
hospitals waste on our shores, and
pesticides in our grOundwoter. Where
were we? In our communities working to
solve these problems. Work with CLEAN
WATER ACTION an,d] be a part. of the
solution. learn grassroots org_opizing,
fundroising, and citizen lobbyirt(i. Earn
$275-400/wk FT 1,30· lOpm or
$30-40 / evening PT 5-1 Opm. Coll
547·1196.

Florido Atlantic University is offering
Exciting Business Venture!
$9,000 Fellowships for those students inRun your own business ON CAMPUS in
terested in specializing in Growth
your SPARE TIME.
Management within the MPA Program.
Network/Marketing for Fortune 500
For further information and opplicot iJn
materials coll Professor Richard Brum- Companies. Coll Pruitt Consultants
back (305) 393-3670 or wrife School al
202·398·8338 .
Public Administration, FAU, Boca Roton,
FL 38431. Deadline for application is · The YMCA. is now hiring tutors for our
Foll Tutorol program. Salary $6.00/hr.
June 30, 1989.
Interested Persons: Coll 398-2600

Doctoral l'ello"'ships
in Bi<>logical Scie11ccs

l'11r info1r111,.\io1n:

FOR SALE
Ikea Twin Bed w/ Mattress $50,..
4-drower wood desk w/chair $50
Sanyo Mini-refrigerator $50
Call 474-9259 anytime day or ever;i1ngs.

Adorns Morgan YMCA needs college
students to tutor elementary school kids.
Pay $6.00/hr. for more information coll
Lynda 332-8013
''The DC Rope Crisis Center will be training volunteers for our counseling and
community education programs, beginning in October. Coll 232-0789."

-HOLIDAY
-'CORPORATION

The Center for Academic Reinforcement
{CAR) is sporsor ing o Notebook Extravaganza, October 5th, from 9:00om
- 5:00pm., on' the ground floor of the
Blackburn Center. The purpose of this affair is for students to submit their
notebooks to CAR faculty and staff for
evaluation. Prizes will be awarded for
excel lent notebooks, and recommendations will be mode for others. CONTACT
PERSON: Dr. Janet R. Moore;636-7634
or 7635.

~~~q ~~;i~ti~~!:;:~~~wship

CONNECTICUT CLUB MEETING
October 5th in Douglas Holl-Room 116

•

Hilltopics

There will be a mandatory General
Assembly Meeting on OctoPer 12th at
The Frederick Douglass Honor_Society is 6:30pm in the Ba lckburn Center Forum.
accepting opplicotior\S for membership
from juniors and seniors in the School of
THE MOST NOBLE LORDS
Communications. Pick up forms in Asst.
OF
Deon's Office W2-203C from Mrs.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
Calloway. Applications due Mon. OcFRATERNITY, INC.
tober 3rd.
BETA CHAPTER
present
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
their annual

Every Thursday ni9ht at the Eastside
N1ght(!lub is College Ladies Night all you
need iS a college ID no age requirement
$1 SO i OO dance contest ladies free from
lOprn • 12mid. Gents $1 .before l lpm.
1824 ii/2 St. SW. Sunday night is Ladies
Night/ at the Roxy 1214 18th St. NW
Lodiep free til 1lpm.
Todd Johnson Product ions

THE

-

Hey, Meet me at Noonday Preyer from
12 to l pm on Wednesday and Fridays
1n Andrew Rankin Chapel. We'll be
chillin in the word.
.Tell .them J.C. From Nozereth sent you.

·· ~aith in A.ction!'~The

-

.,

•

The Watch and Ba lloons ore just symbols
of my love, because it is timeless and
free.
Happy Birthday, Hermon
I Love You, D.
IVY DE'LTA
Also known as a change
\
Darkness mixed 'N1th light
Red, White, Pink, Green
Sometimes a confusing sight!
D.l.P.B.
Dimples,
if U were
AVAILABLE ...
I wou ld take U!
K. Bates
Ms . Goooddnness,
It's been great so far, let's Make it lost
Foreve r. Mov ies th i s
weekend? Ca ll!
, Mr. Photographer

.

LIMITED TIME OFFER
IBM PS/2's AT LOWEST· PRICES EVER ! UP TO 50% OFF !
'IHE TRUCK IS COMING NOVEMBER 4TH. MAKE SURE YOUR
PS/2 IS ON BOARD !

Who can buy one?

All Howard University Full and Part-Time
Students, Faculty & Staff can take advantage
of this extraordinary one-time offer..

* Limit one system unit per year *
How can I buy pne?
•

t

Complete the order form on the reverse side and
bring it to Academic Computing Services, 525 Bryant
Street, C. D. Powell Building, room G-148, Mo~day
through Friday from 9-4:30 pm
Starting Septetnber 13th, a representative will
be available at the Blackbum Center on Tuesdays
and Thursdays between 11-2 to answer questions.
Payment can be made by certified check,
money order (payable to IBM), or credit card
VISA, MasterCard, Diners Club, IBM Credit Card &
American Express
are accepted.
c

•

Delivery information will be provided at
the time you place your order.

ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED BY OCTOBER 14, 1988
•

I

\

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
mM PS/2 TRUCKLOAD SALE - ORDER FORM

M

•

Check one Package and, if desired, one
Printer:

Special Truckload
Discount
Sale Price
·

PS/2 Model 25
640 KB Memory, m Proces.w, 20 MB Hard Disk,
One 3S' 720 KB floppy drive, aerial&: parallel
port, multicolor graphics array, high resolution
color display, enhanced keyboard,mouse, OOS 4.0,
Micr~ft Windows 21, Micr~ft Word 4.0.
One year warranty.

D $3,378

50%

$1,683

D $3' 339

50%

$1,675

D $3' 774

49%

$1,935

D $5,969

50%

$3,010

D $8,664

48%

$4,510

D

44%

$473

PS/2 Model 30
640 KB Memory,~ Processor, 20 MB Hard Disk,
One 3S' 720 KB floppy drive, serial&: parallel
port, multicolor graphics array, 1Z' higJi raolution
MONOCHROME DISPLAY, enhanced keyboard,
mouse, DOS 4.0, Microooft Windows 21,
Micr~ft Word 4.0. One year warranty.

PS/2 Model 30

•

640 KB Memory, 8086 Processor, 20 MB Hard Disk,
One l5" T1iJ KB floppy drive, serial &: parallel
port, multicolor graphics array, 12" high reaolution
COLOR DISPLAY, enha9ced keyboard,mouse,

DOS 4.0, Micr~ft Windows 21, Micr~ft Word 4.0.

One year warranty. '

PS/2
Model
50Z
1MB Memory, 80286 Microprocasof, 30 MB Hard
IA*, One 144 MB 3S floppy drive, serial ct
parallel port. video graphics array, 12" high

miolution COLOR DISPLAY, enhanced keyboard,
mousr., DOS 4.0, MicraiOft Wmdows 21,
Microiaft Word 4.0, Microot Excel 20.
One Year Warranty.
•

PS/2.JModel 70
~

.

!
!

1 MB Memoij, 80386 Microprocmor, (i() MB Hard
Disk. One t44 MB 3S' floppy drive, serial &
psrallel port. video graphics array, 12" high
nsolution COLOR DISPLAY, enhanced keyboard,
mouse, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 21.
Microeoft Word 4.0, MiCl'OIOft Excel 20.
One Year Warranty.

Proorinter X24

Hjgh-Spee(I; 24-wire serial dot-matrix impact,
letter quality printer, (APA) high- resolution
graphics, includes cable. One year warranty.

$844
Package Cost
Printer Cost

Name

Address
Social Securit i Number :
IBM Authorized Deliverer :

Subtotal:

;;:;
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Sales Tax (Add 5%~
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